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American Samoa is largely dependent on Federal funds as
the base for its economy. Iell-cnceived. goals and priorities
for its development do not exist. The American, Sao;6 Government
has neither an. effective financial management sysa'-.:-nor an
adequately traaned. work. force to carry out ,its operations.
Findings/Conclusionsz:..-The. Department. of the Interior; has been
-esponsible for the-: ainistration. of. the. Government of. Aerican
Samoa since 1951, beut'has not been. effective: in helping American
Samoa progress- toward becoming a selfasupporting territor,.: The
level cf funds american Samoa has received, from the United
States has exceeded its capability to manage its programs. The
funds have also contributed to changas in the Samoan culture.
About 682 of American. Samoa' revenues in 1977 cae*--fron the
Federal Governsent. Zfforts to develop private enterprise have
been largely unsuccessful, and the-territory has been unable to
effectively plan, develop, opertat, sanage, and maintain capital
improvement projects. People froms oatside the territory
comprised 25% of th work force.. Despite high unemployment,
&Aericau Samoans are unwilling to accept certain jobs.
Recommendations: The Secretary of the Interior should: clarify
the . S. Gcvernment's roles and responsibilities for carrying
out Intericr's objectives of self-9overnment and, self-support in

mserican Samoa; make sure that the territorial gcvernment
establishes goals and priorities for the territory's development
as well as a plan to accomplish thea;. establish a separate
o:-:ganiaticn to provide American Samoa technical assistance and
preserve the integrity of audi= objectivity; sake sure the
territcry has made an adequate evaluation of Federal grant
,,rograms, that there is a need for tJ,;,-and th*t they can be
effectiwel,. administered; proceed on tae _ibt pcmeible approach
to have information made available from other Federal agencies
on the uerpose and intent of all federal funds and'other
assistance *+ be provided AmeLican Samoao a-ist American Samoa



in developiqg .an -. carrying out a comprehensirve sapower
daev.lo;ment'. pogral; and' asist the territory in developing a
compr:haesiv-.. vhiring ard:. empilyment program. (Author/SC)
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American Samoa Needs Effective
Aid To Improve Government
Operations And Become A
Self-Supporting Territory
American Samoa is largely dependent on
Federal funds as the base for its economy.
Well-conceived goals and priorities for its
development do not exist. The American
Samoa Government has neither an effective
financial management system nor an ade-
quately trained work force to carry out its
operations.

The Department of the Interior has been
responsible for the administration of the
Government of American Samoa since 1951
but has not been effective in helping Amer-
ic;n Samoa progress toward becoming a
self-supporting territory. The level of funds
American Samoa has received from the
Federal Government has exceeded its capa-
bility to manage its programs. These funds
also contributed to changes in the Samoan.
culture.

The report was prepared at the request of the
Chairman, Subcommittee on National Parks
and Insular Affairs, Committee on Interior
and Insular Affairs, House of Representatives.
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COMPTROLLER GENERAL OF MHE UNITED STATES6i/*~~~ ~ WAf"NGTOH. D.C M

B-114870

The Honorable Phillip Burton
Chairman, Subcommittee on National

Parks and Insular Affairs
Committee on Interior and Insular

Affairs
United States House of Representatives

Dear Mr. Chairman:

By letter dated September 20, 1977, (app. I), you asked
us to examine the overall operations and programs that were
under implementation by the Government of American Samoa and
establish a benchmark for the newly elected 'governor So that
he would not bear the burden of any liability or possible
finding of mismanagement, which may have been attributed to
previous administrations.

On several occasions we met with your office to discuss
areas of review and agree on the scope of our work. This
report is in response to your request and agreements reached
on work to be done. Regarding your request to assess the
operations of the executive, legislative, and judiciary
branches of the territorial government, we agreed to prepare
a comparison of all territorial governments administered by
the Department of the Interior. This matter and some of the!
other specific matters you requested us to examine, such as
the liabilities of the American Samoan Development Corpora-
tion, and the television and radio stations, are included
as appendices to the report.

We did not attempt to conduct a complete audit of the
funds made available to the Government of American Samoa
and do not believe such an audit should be made because of
the poor condition of the accounting records. Such an effort
would require a reconstruction jf the financial records, and
it would only succeed in further demonstrating the already
established financial mrnagement weaknesses of the Government
of American Samoa--at great cost and with little lasting
curative effect. rhese weaknesses are discussed in detail
throughout the report.

Comments of the Department of the Interior and the
Governor of American Samoa were obtained and have been in-
cluded where appropriate in the report.
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Unless you publicly announce its contents, we plan no
further distribution of this report until 30 days from the
date of the report. At that time, we will send copies to
interested parties and make copies available to others upon
request.

Si 1y yours/ /

Comptroller General
of the United States



COMPTROLLER GENERAL' REPORT AMERICAN SAMOA NEEDS
TO THE CHAIRMAN, SUBCOMMITTEE EFFECTIVE AID TO IMPROVE
ON NATIONAL PARKS AND INSULAR GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS
AFFAIRS, COMMITTEE ON INTERIOR AND BECOME SELF-SUPPORTING
AND INSULAR AFFAIRS, U.S. HOUSE
OF REPRESENTATIVES

D I G E S T

Roles and responsibilities of the United
States to assist the territory of American
Samoa in becoming more self-supporting--dev-
eloping a strong economic base and a skilled
labor force--and attaining better self-govern-
ment, require more dependable direction and
more vigorous work by the Department of the
Interior.

Specifically:

--Interior and other Federal departments and
agencies have released about $271 million
to the Government of Americal. Samoa since
1951 for its operations and programs. The
level of funds has exceeded American Samoa's
capability to manage its programs.

--Interior and other Federal agencies have'
provided neither sufficient technical assis-
tance nor effective oversight to help the
territory become self-supporting.

--Well-conceived goals and objectives, as well
as a master plan, have not been established
for directing the territory's development
efforts. American Samoa's planning efforts
have been fragmented, no central authority
has existed for developing or directing a
comprehensive plan, and planning continuity
has been hampered by frequent changes in the
territory's leadership (see p. 8).

GAO reached these conclusions on the govern-
mental situation in American Samoa after the
inauguration of American Samoa's first elected
governor (January 3, 1978) following 77 years
of U.S. appointed administrators.

Facts helpful to an understanding of this
report include the following:
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--Seven islands, 2,300 miles southwest of
Hawaii, comprising American Samoa.

--%n area of 76 square miles, they comprise
the only U.S. territory south of the equator.

--The United States acquired the islands
through treaties and deeds of cession begin-
ning in 1899, the U.S. Navy administered the
territory until 1951.

--American Samoa is politically separate from
Western Samoa, an independent nation 30 miles
distant.

--Of an estimated 30,000 .nhabitants of Ameri-
can Samoa, about half are U.S. nationals.
American Samoans cannot vote in U.S. elec-
tions.

--93 percent of them live on the island of
Tutuila.

--96 percent of their land is communally owned.

--Government operations and commercial activ-
ities are centered in the area of Pago Pago.

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT EFFORTS
HAVE NOT BEEN SUCCESSFUL

GAO found that:

--About 82 percent of American Samoa's 1977
revenues of over $56 million were derived
directly from the Federal Government (see
p. 4).

--Efforts by American Samoa to develop private
enterprises have been largely unsuccessful.
Agricultural development is minimal, new
industrial investments have not occurred for
several years, and over 45 percent of the
total labor force is employed by the terri-
torial government (see p. 11).

--American Samoa has been unable to effec-
tively plan, develop, manage, operate, and
maintain various capital improvement proj-
ects, such as water, sewer, and electrical
utility systems (see pp. 13 to 16).
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--As of December 31, 1977, $26.5 million of
$57.5 million, provided by the Federal Gov-
ernment since 1971 for these projects, was
unobligated. In April 1978 the Governor
testified that more projects were fundedthan it was reasonably possible to undertake
or complete in the year appropriated or
received (see p. 13).

--Little coordination existed between American
and Western Samoa to develop economically.
Western Samoa is operating under its third
5-year development plan and has generated
over 70 percent of its 1977 oudget with local
revenues (see p. 10) as compared to 18 per-
cent for American Samoa (p. 4).

--Despite high unemployment, imported labor
filled certain jobs American Samoan are un-
willing to accept, such as work in the tuna
canneries; this situation is causing a drain
on the territory's economy (see p. 12).

--American Samoa reported that people from
outside the territory, who are not U.S.
nationals, comprised 25 percent of its gov-
ernment work force in November 1977 (see
p. 12).

Sometimes American Samoa received funds inamounts which did not correspond to specific
needs. In one case this resulted in American
Samoa being eligible to receive $964 per capita
under two Federal grant programs compared tothe-national average of $13 per capita (see
p. 20).

NEED TO ESTABLISH FISCAL RESPONSIBILITY
IN AMERICAN SAMOA

Until July 1977 Interior had done little tomotivate the territory to establish fiscal
responsibility over these funds provided for
-the territory's development. Accounting rec-
ords and procedures were poor and fiscal con-trols, so weak that territorial officials did
not know with precision the amounts of funds
received or expended.
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American Samoa:

--Was unable to accurately report its overall
financial condition (sea p- 32).

--Had not prepared basic accounting recordo.,
such as financial statements and bank recon-
ciliations (see p. 32 to 36).

--Could not accurately report the value of its
equipment and buildings and the amount of
its cash and receivables (see p. 36).

--Has not received accurate and timely data
since its automated financial management
system was implemented. The system lacks
basic control features, such as those needed
to identify excessive payroll time and/or
duplicate paychecks (see pp. 37 to 39).

Several of these ceficiencies have been brought
to American Samoa's attention in prior audits
and reviews by GAO, and by others, as far back
as 1954 (see pp. 32 and 41).

A task force in August 1977 began to reconcile
the government's money accounts and determine
its financial position before the inauguration
of the new governor.. The task force was un-
able to determine satisfactorily the givern-
ment's financial position but identified sig-
nificant financial management problems.

Interior is considering increasing the audit
staft and technical assistance capabilities of
the Government Comptroller's Office in American
Samoa.

NEED TO IMPROVE PERSONNEL DEVELOPMENT
IN GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS

The problems facing American Samoa stem
largely from the lack of qualified personnel
and fr-euent turnover of personnel in key
management positions. Demand is created for
technicians, managers, professionals, and
trained support staff which outstrip the locl 1
supply. As a result, middle and upper manage-
ment positions are filled largely by contract
employees from the United States. As far back
as 1953, American Samoa reported shortages of
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trained local personnel and the desire toreplace contract employees With American
Samoans. The number of contract employees,
however, has grown fiom 45 in 1956 to 170 in1978 tsee pp. 47 and 48).

American Samoan officials acknowledged short-ages of qualified personnel throughout thegovernment, particularly in the area of finan-cial management. They said the lack of ade-quately trained technicians in virtually allareas of financial management was a majorcause of the financial problems (see p. 48).

Many aspects of the contract employmentarrangement are not totally satisfactory toAmerican Samoa. In fiscal years 1976 and1977, turnover of contract employees was ap-
proximately 65 percent and 41 percent, res-pectively. This turnover has caused, among

-other things, loss of program continuity andincreased costs of recruiting and relocation.
American Samoa lacks an adequate education andtraining system to promote the development oflocal employees (see p. 52).

The Department of Labor's Comprehensive Em-ployment and Training Act grants provide ,nopportunity to the territory, through serviceemployment programs, to train staff for cer-tain positions. However, it must be recog-
nized that these programs can provide trainingonly for a limited range of positions (see
p. 52). Further, GAO found significant prob-lems in the administration of these grants
(see pp. 53 and 54).

NEED FOR APPROPRIATE OVERSIGHT
AND TECFNICAL ASSISTANCE

Neither Interior nor other Federal agencies
have provided appropriate oversight and tecn-nical assistance to the territory. Further-more, a Committee on Interagency Territoria'Assistance established by Interior in 1976 cocoordinate Federal agency programs to the ter-ritories, avoid duplication, and make sureterritorial policies are implemented properly,may not be able to meet these objectives.Interior and committee officials claim that
they have no legal authority to direct other
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Federal agencies to take action appropriate
to carrying out U.S. objectives in American
Samoa. Interior

--does not know exactly now much morey is
going to American Samoa from othe.. Federal
agencies, and

--generally is uninformed of other agencies'

actions to visit, audit, and oversee their
programs (see pp. 21 and 22).

RECOMMENDATIONS

The Secretary of Interior should

--clarify the U.S. Government's roles and re-

sponsibilities for carrying out Interior's
objectives of self-government and self-support
in American Samoa (see p. 24);

--make sure that the Territorial government
establishes goals and priorities for the
territory's development as well as a plan
to accomplish them (see p. 24);

--establish a separate organization to provide
American Samoa technical assistance and pre-
serve the integrity of audit objectivity
(see p. 43);

--make sure the territory has made an adequate
evaluation of Federal grant programs, that
there is a need for them, and that they can
be effectively administered (see p. 24);

--proceed on the best possible approach to
have information made available from other
Federal agencies on the purpose and intent
of all Federal funds and other assistance to

be provided American Samoa (see p. 25);

--arrange with Federal agjencies funding grant
programs in American Samoa to have the Gov-

ernment Comptroller's staff perform regular
audits of all Federal funds to ensure they

are properly expended (see p. 25);

--assist, in conjunction with other appropri-
ate Federal agencies, American Samoa in
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developing and carrying out a comprehensive
manpower development program (see p. 55);
and

--assist the territory in developing a compre-

hensive hiring and employment program (see

p. 55).

The Department of the Interior generally
agreed with GAO's recommendations. Interior
officials stated that many of the comments and

recommendations would be helpful to the newly

elected Governor of American Samoa and Interior
in working toward more effective government

and economic and political development pro-
grams (see p. 25).

The Governor of American Samoa generally

agreed with GAO's findings and informed GAO

of a number of actions his administration was

planning and undertaking to improve the oper-

ations of the government (see p. 45).

For more detailed comments on these and other

recommendations, as well as comments by the

Interior (see pp. 25 to 27, 44 and 56) and the

Governor of American Samoa (see pp. 28 to 31,

45 and 57).
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The basic objectives of the United States in overseeing
American Samoa are to provide for the territory's development
toward self-government and self-support. Since 1951, the
United States has provided about $271 million for the ter-
ritory's political, economic, and social development.

American Samoa has progressed toward self-government.
On January 3, 1978, after 77 years of U.S. appointed admin-
istrators, the people of American Samoa inaugurated their
first governor. It, however, has made little progress toward
becoming economically self-supporting.

AMERICAN SAMOA: ITS SOCIAL
STRUCTURE AND GOVERNMENT-

American Samoa is an insular possession of the United
States, consisting of seven tropical islands located 2,300
miles southwest of Hawaii. The islands--Tutuila; Aunu'u;
the three islands of the Manu'a group (Ta'u, Olosega, and
Ofu); and two coral atolls, Rose and Swains--are the only
U.S. soil south of the equator. The total land area of all
seven islands is about 76 square miles with about 96 percent
of the land communally owned by their estimated 30,000 in-
habitants. About 93 percent of the population live on the
main island of Tutuila. Pago Pago Bay almost divides this
island. Government operations and a great portion of the
commercial activities are located in the Pago Pago Bay area.

By stateside standards, American Samoa is unique. For
the most part, American Samoans are U.S. nationals. They
are entitled to free entry into the United States and are
within the jurisdiction of the United States. However, they
cannot vote in U.S. elections. Also, American Samoa's:

--Society base is primarily communal; therefore, its
conventions are incompatible with thosa of Western
socioeconomies.

--Land ownership, except free-hold lands, is prohibited
to anyone with less than one-half Samoan blood.

--Size is miniature compared to States within the
United States.



Its social structure

Samoans share ties of common heritage with other
Polynesians--Tongans, Hawaiians, Tahitians, and New Zealand
Maoris. Over the past several thousand years in the islands,
Samoans have developed a social system whose characteristics
continue to influence the society's political, economic, and
social operations, despite intrusions of Western ideas.

The Samoan social structure is built around an extended
family consisting of a group of people related by blood,
marriage, or adoption. The family may take in as many as
several thousand relatives, all of whom acknowledge allegiance
to the hierarchy of the matai or island leadership system.

The rank of the matais, or leaders, of the extended
family varies. Customarily, the leading matai, who occupies
a special niche in Samoan society, has the authority to

--designate which member will work particular portions
of the family land and

--determine where the various nuclear families that make
up the extended family will live, assuming they are
living on family land.

The Governor of American Samoa advised us that the leading
matai does not exercise control over the land of the extended
family. He is only a trustee or guardian of the family land
whose decisionmaking regarding these lands is limited by the
unanimity principal. The matai cannot make a decision without
a unanimous agreement by his family.

It has also been customarily expected that a person would
deliver something of value to the matai in exchange for living
on communal land. Food items have traditionally been used and
may include fish, taro, coconut products, or pork as typical
examples. Money is also used as a medium of this service.
Conversely, the matai has considerable responsibility toward
his family and ensures that all members are properly provided
for and protected from those who may harm the family or one of
its members.

The leading matai has authority only over those members
of his own extended family. Matais of lesser rank might
have control over individuals within a much closer spectrum.
Some matais might have control over no more individuals than
would a parent in the American society.
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Its government

The islands of Tutuila, Aunu'u, and the Manu'a group,
including Rose Island, were ceded to the United States pur-
suant to the tripartite treaty agreement of 1899 between the
United States, Great Britain, and Germany. U.S. sovereignty
was extended over Swains Island, which is privately owned, in
March 1925. The larger, western portion of the islands,
known as Western Samoa, became a German possession. Although
culturally related, American Samoa is politically separate
from Western Samoa, which became an independent nation in
1962.

The Government of American Samoa (GAS) was under the
administration of the Secretary of the Navy until 1951 at
which time this responsibility was transferred to the Secre-
tary of the Interior. Tbh Office of Territorial Affairs
within the Department of the Interior is responsible for the
administration of the territorial government for the Secre-
tary. It is also responsible, as Interior's principal liai-
son with other Federal agencies, for all Federal inputs and
operations in the territory.

On September 13, 1977, the Secretary of the Interior
provided the authority for the people of American Samoa to
elect their own governor and lieutenant governor. In addi-
tion, the Secretary provided the authority for a Government
Comptroller to audit the transactions of the territorial

: government and provide, upon request of the governor, advice
and assistance to the governor particularly in the area of
financial matters of Federal interest.

HOW GAS PROGRAMS AND SERVICES ARE FINANCED

GAS activities are financed with Federal funds provided
through direct congressional appropriations, grants-in-aid
from the Interior, and grants from other Federal agencies.
GAS also receives local revenues consisting primarily of in-
come and excise taxes and various fees collected for govern-
ment services.

The range of programs and services funded by Federal and
local revenues include executive, legislative, and judicial
functions of government. GAS provides typical government
services of police and fire protection, public education,
roads, water, sewer, and parkland development and maintenance.
In addition, GAS also provides medical services, port ser-
vices, communications systems, electric power, and harbor and
airport facilities.
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The following chart shows that about 82 percent of GAS'
fiscal year 1977 revenues of over $56 million were attributed
directly to the Federal Government.

G REVENUES FROM
LOCAL DOI \

REVENUES GRANTS-IN-AID

lS102 MILLION ILLION

REVENUESFR

FEDERAL GRANTS

OTHER THAN DOI

% S23D ISILION / DIRECT CONGRESSIONAL

APPROPRIATIONS

S0.8 MILLION

Local residents and business concerns in American Samoa
do not pay Federal income taxes to the United States.bu:t.in-
stead pay comparable territorial income taxes directly to
GAS. In fiscal year 1977 Samoan income taxes, totaling $5.6
million, represented 55 percent of the $10.2 million of GAS'
local revenues.
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CHAPTER 2

AMERICAN SAMOA'S PROGRESS TO ACHIEVE

SELF-GOVTERNMENT AND SELF-SUPPORT

The Treaty Agreement of 1899 and the series of deeds of
cession negotiated between the United Sta-tes and the chiefs
of the islands obligate the United States to protect and pro-
mote the peace and welfare of American Samoa without unduly
interfering with the customs of its people. In 1956 the Sec-
retary of the Interior approved broad policies providing for
the orderly and progressive development of American Samoan
self-government and assistance in attaining maximum self-
support.

We found that American Samoa has been progressing toward
self-government. However, it has made little progress toward
becoming economically self-supporting. GAS has been unable
to manage and effectively use the Federal funds it has re-
ceived for the territory's development. In addition, these
funds have contributed to changes in Samoan culture.

AMERICAN SAMOA'S POLITICAL PROGRESS

By Executive order dated February 19, 1900, and pursuant
to the Treaty Agreement, the Samoan islands were placed under
the control of the Department of the Navy for a naval station.
The Secretary of the Navy established the U.S. authority and
provided protection for the Samoan people through the command-
ing officer of the naval station. The commanding officer,
who served as governor of the islands, held all authority--
executive, legislative, and judicial--in American Samoa.

Beginning in 1905 a legislative assembly of chiefs con-
vened annually and passed resolutions and petitions. Its
status was only advisory to the governor. Later, the supreme
judicial authority was transferred to an American civilian
chief justice who was appointed by the governor until the-
early 1930s after which he was appointed by the Secretary of
the Navy.

In 1948 the legislature became bicameral but remained an
advisory body to the governor. It consisted of a House of
Ali'i containing 12 chiefs of the highest order and a House
of Representatives comprising 54 members. At this time, the
judiciary consisted of a High Court, six district courts and
numerous village courts. A chief judge, assisted by two to
four associate judges selected by him, presideo over the High
Court. A Samoan judge presided over each of the district
courts and Samoan magistrates sat in the village courts.
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The form of government changed in 1951, however, whenthe President of the United States transferred the admini-strative responsibility frc military to civilian rule.The governor was appointed .y the Secretary of the Interior;and in 1953 the legislative and judicial branches werereorganized.

The House of Ali'i became a Senate of 15 chiefs, chosenin open meeting, according to Samoan custom; and the House ofRepresentatives was reduced to 18 Samoans elected in the ter-ritory's first secret general election. The role of thelegislature, however, remained advisory to the governor.

Under the reorganization the judicial branch consistedof a High Court with a chief justice appointed by the Sec-retary of the Interior and assisted by four associate judges.The associate judges, who presided over five district courts,were appointed by the governor upon recommendation by thechief justice.

Under the administration of the Secretary of theInterior, American Samoa received its first constitution.Written by a local constitutional committee, it was ratifiedand approved by the Secretary of the Interior and became thebasic law of the territory in October 1960. In 1966 theconstitution was revised, ratified, and later approved by theSecretary of the Interior on June 2, 1967. The revised con-stitution, effective on July 1, 1967, remains the basic lawof the territory. Among the more significant changes werethose affecting the legislature.

Membership in the Senate increased to 18 members whoserve 4-year terms and are chosen by Samoan custom in eachof the political counties. House membership increased to 20voting members who are elected by popular vote in the 17 rep-resentative districts and hold 2-year terms. One delegatefrom Swains Island is also elected to the House by adult per-manent residents at an open meeting and has all the privileges
of a House member, except the right to vote.

The legislature has full authority for local legislationconsistent with the Samoan constitution, laws of the UnitedStates applicable in American Samoa, and treaties or interna-tional agreements of the United States. The legislature hasappropriation authority with respect to local revenues andthe authority ito review and make recommendations with respectto the budget submitted to the Congress for grant funds.
The American Samoan Constitution provides that the

judicial branch of the Samoan government shall be independentof the executive and legislative branches. The High Court of
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American Samoa is the tribunal of original jurisdiction inthe territory. The chief justice and the associate justiceare appointed by the Secretary of the Interior. Five associ-ate judges, one of whom is designated chief associate judge,
are appointed by the governor upon the recommendation ofthe chief justice, subject to the confir-ation of the Senate.Such additional temporary associate judges serve the High
Court as required.

The High Court is composed of four divisions: Appellate,Trial, Probate, and Land & Title, the latter division beingconcerned with land and matai title cases. Court proceedings
are generally conducted before a panel composed of the chiefjustice or associate justice and two associate judges. Fourassociate judges are used in capital cases. Matai titlecases arc conducted before a panel of three associate judges.In criminal matters the rights accorded the accused aresubstantially identical to those provided in the U.S. courts.

The inauguration of the territory's first elected gover-nor in January 1978 was another step toward complete self-government. However, until the Congress chooses to provideadditional self-governing authority, the territory's admin-istration remains the Secretary of the Interior's ultimate
responsibility.

More information on the governmental structure ofAmerican Samoa and other territories administered by the In-
terior are discussed in appendix V.

AMERICAN SAMOA'S LIMITED PROGRESS TOWARD
BECOMING A SELF-SUPPORTING TERRITORY

American Samoa's economy has become largely dependent
on Federal funds. CAS has not establishe- well-conceived
4oals and priorities for the territory's development andhas been without adequate direction to become a self-supporting territory. It has been unable to develop astrong economic base and a skilled labor force. Furthermore,GAS has been unable to effectively develop and maintain
capital improvement, projects (CIPs-) to stimulate economic
growth.

Level of Federal and local support

Over the years the ratio of Federali inds to localfunds ralxod by GAS has increased substantially from a 1 to
1 ratio in 1952 ($663,000 to $648,000) to about a 3 to 1ratio in 1978 ($31.8 million to $11.7 million). The biggestincrease in Federal funds to GAS in the last few years hasbeen in Federal grants. In fiscal year 1977 GAS received
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its highest amount of Federal funds--about $46 million, of
which $23 million was in Federal grants from agencies other
than the Department of the Interior.

The chart on page 9 shows the amount of Federal and
local support available to GAS from fiscal years 1971 to
1978.

Included in these totals are funds provided to GAS by
the Interior and other Federal agencies for CIPs to construct
roads, water, sewer, and electrical systems, and other facil-
ities. Since fiscal year 1971, the Federal Government has
provided about $57.5 million for CIPs. GAS received approxi-
mately $40 million, or 70 percent, of these funds within the
last 3 fiscal years.

Need for well-conceived development
goals and priorities

GAS' efforts to become a self-supporting territory have
been without adequate direction. Well-conceived development
goals and priorities have not been established. There is a
need to establish development goals and priorities as well as
a master plan for directing the territory's efforts to become
self-supporting.

Despite substantial Federal financial support and a
number of preliminary plans developed by consultants, GAS
has not formulated; approved, and implemented a master plan
needed for the territory's development; Planning efforts are

- fragmented throughout. GAS. Little coordination exists be-
tween its development planning office and GAS agencies in-
volved in tourism, marine resources, agriculture, public
works, education, and manpower.

With no centralized authority to develop and direct
plans, past development activities by GAS agencies have been
lacking. For example, GAS officials told us the Economic
Development Commission, which was to act as the focal point
for development efforts, spent mo3t of its time approving
business licenses instead of directing development activities.
In addition, the activities of the Development Bank of Ameri-
can Samoa have focused primarily in granting housing, student
and small commercial loans rather than seeking out and
attracting investments in American Samoa.

Frequent changes in GAS' leadership have also hampered
development planning continuity. Priorities were established
at the discretion of the territory's appointed governors.
During the 13 different gubernatorial administrations since
1951, priorities changed at various times. Also priority
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directions started by one administration were not necessarily
continued by the next. In one instance GAS informed us that
a program was established in 1973 to undertake a skill-need
and job-opportunities inventory in the territory. However,
changes of administration with resulting changes in priori-
ties relegated this task to a least important position in the
hierarchy of needs.

In another instance, the development planning office,
in conjunction with the public works department, developed
an improvements plan for one of the villages on Tutuila
and pursued funding opportunities for its implementation.
However, the governor at this time intervened in late 1976,
redirecting the funding to proposed improvements at the
American Samoan Community College.

The Department of the Interior generally concurred that
frequent changes in GAS' leadership have hampered development
planning continuity. It stated that the average term for
each appointed governor was 2 years and that three of the ap-
pointed governors served approximately 6 years each. The
Interior also pointed out that the newly adopted practice in
Samoa of electing the governor every 4 years guarantees the
possibility that there will be a turnover in leadership at
least that often.

: Although Western Samoa is located only 80 miles from
American Samoa, a number of contrasts exist between the two.
Even though they both have a strong cultural bond character-
ized by the same language, cultural system, and ancestral
history and travel by Samoans between both locations is com-
mon, there has been little coordination between the two
toward developing ecor-micaily.

Western Samoa

--is operating under its third 5-year-development plan;

--had local revenues accounting for over 70 percent of
its 1977 budget;

--had 1977 estimated expenditures of $42.8 million for
a population of 155,000 inhabitants; and

--devotes much of its resources to development projects,
such as a brewery., match factory, and copra crushing
plant.

Because GAS ha. not determined its goals and priorities
and coordinated its nlanning efforts, it is questionable
whether GAS has used the most efficient approach to determine
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the financial and other assistance needed to 'evelopsuccessful short- and long-range development plans. Unless a
comprehensive plan for the territory's development is'estab-lished and funds are directed effectively to the priorities
established, it is doubtful whether additional Federal fundingwill be any more successful than past development efforts.

Economic development efforts for greater
self-support have not been successful

GAS has had difficulty in developing a .sound economic
base to achieve greater self-support. it does not havethe skilled labor force necessary for development of an
expanded economic base. GAS has not adequately assessed itsresources and the CIPs needed to provide a basic infrastruc-
ture to support economic development. Further, GAS has had
difficulty in being able to adequately develop and maintainCIPs needed to help the government become a self-supporting
territory.

Economic base in American Samoa

American Samoa has changed from an agrarian subsistence
economy to one largely dependent on Federal funds. GAS em-ploys over 45 percent of the total labor. force. The majorprivate businesses are two tuna canneries which generate
about 90 percent of the territory's exports and as much as75 percent of its local corporate income taxes. The rest ofthe private sector consists primarily of small merchandising
and service industries.

GAS efforts to"develop its private sector have been
largely unsuccessful. Except for the radio station, whichGAS leases out to a private firm, many services including
utilities, health, television, liquor sales and others areprovided by GAS.

Agricultural development is minimal due in part toAmerican Samoa's limited natural resources and cultivatableland. Despite generous business and tax incentives by GAS,
industrial development has not been successful. GAS offi-
cials told us new industrial investments have not occurred
in the past several years.

Available trade data indicates that the Samoan economyis becoming increasingly reliant on outside sources. For
example, GAS reported about a 250 percent increase in importssince 1970 while exports increased only 120 percent. Despite-a reported trade surplus of about $26 million for fiscal year1977, GAS' real trade picture is quite different since neither
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purchases of fish from foreign fishing vessels by the two
tuna canneries nor GAPS purchases of goods from foreign
sources were included as imports in determining its trade
balance. Based on our estimates of these purchases, American
Samoa actually had a trade deficit in fiscal year 1977. GAS
officials agreed that the reported trade surplus is mislead-
ing and that our analysis more accurat.ely reflects the true
trade picture in American Samoa.

The Interior agreed that the Samoan economy is becoming
increasingly reliant on outside resources. It stated, how-
ever, that U.S. tariffilaws and regulations are partly to
blame for some of the problems of developing Samoan indus-
tries or manufacturing.! According to Interior officials.
they were informed that one factory was closed down because
of a particular U.S. customs interpretation.

Labor force in American Samoa

The territory's labor force is generally unskilled and
must be trained before the territory can become economically
self-supporting. GA. has not provided an education or train-
ing program geared to meet its personnel development needs.

Despite a reportedly high unemployment rate, GAS offi-
cials stated that American Samoans are unwilling to accept
certain work, such as work in the tuna canneries. Therefore,
these positions must be filled by imported labor--mainly
from Western Samoa and Tonga where wages are much lower. As
a result, the population in American Samoa is becoming in-
creasingly comprised of persons -from outside the territory
who are not U.S. Nationals.

As of November 1977 GAS reported that the composition
of American Samoa's estimated population of 30,000 included
about 16,000 persons from outside the territory who were not
U.S. Nationals. Of this amount, nearly 7,000 were reported
by GAS to be without permission to remain in American Samoa.
Moreover, these persons from outside American Samoa comprise
a significant amount of the territory's labor force. For
example, one of the two tuna canneries reported these persons
comprised more than 50 percent of its work force, and GAS
reported that they amounted to 25 percent of its government
work force. Because these persons receive essentially the
same government benefits as American Samoans, such-as free-
education and medical care, and many send a portion of:their
income back to their families, a financial drain occurs in
the American Samoan economy.

Also, a large number of American Samoans have migrated
to thdeUnited States to begin armed services' careers, attend
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colleges, and find better job markets with better pay scales
in both the government and private sectors. Variou3 esti-
mates indicate that two to three times more Samoans live in
the United States than in American Samoa. About 65 percent
of the territory's 1976 high school graduates migrated to the
United States, thus decreasing American Samoa's potential
skilled labor force.

In addition, those migrating are generally unable to
successfully compete in the United States or easily assimi-
late into their new surroundings. A major reaona is because
the average high school graduate haslabout the U.S. equiva-
lent of a sixth-grade English comprehension.

We found that an estimated 26 percent of the Samoan
population in Hawaii is unemployed. Further, Samoans make
up an estimated 2 percent of the total population in Hawaii,
yet account for approximately 8 percent of the total welfare
recipients, 12 percent of those receiving public housing
assistance, and 11 percent of violent crimes committed.

Shortcomings in CIPs

Since fiscal year 1971 the Federal Government-has pro-
vided GAS $57.5 million to construct CIPs, such as roads,
water, sewer, and electrical systems, and other facilities.
This amount represents about 77 percent of the total amount
available to GAS for CIPs during the same period. As of
December 31, 1977, GAS reported that $26.5 million, or 46
percent, of the CIP funds provided by the Federal Government
were unobligated. According to the Department of the Inte-
rior, its records, which included both Federal and local
funds for fiscal years 1973 through 1978, showed an unobli-
gated balance of $31.3 million as of December 31, 1977. Of
this amount, Interior stated that $13.9 million was its
grants-in-aid money. Almost all of the $13.9 million related-
to fiscal years 1976 through 1978 appropriations.

In April 1978 the Governor testified before the-House
Appropriations Committee that these CIPs were programed
without preplanning and feasibility studies. Further, the
Governor stated that more-CIPs were requested and funded
than was reasonably possible to properly undertake and com-
plete in the year appropriated or received. Interior offi-
cials told us that CIP contracts in the past were delayed
mostly to complete the, necessary architectural and engineer-
ing efforts.

C.AS' inability to effectively plan and develop various
CIPs which would contribute;to or stimulate economic growth
is compounded by its inability to provide the management and
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technical support to operate and maintain them. Projects for
utility systems, an industrial park, and expansion of the
community college illustrate these weaknesses.

Adequate and reliable public utilities are an essential
part of any economic development program designed to achieve
greater self-support for American Samoa. Since fiscal year
1973 1/ the Federal Government has made available over
$23 mTllion for public utility improvements. Despite this,
GAS has been unable to construct adequate water, sewer, and
power utility systems to support economic development. Fur-
thermore, GAS has been unable to properly operate and main-
tain these utilities and has previously lost the opportunity
to establish additional private concerns in the territory.

Water system--Since fiscal year 1973 about $14 million
has been made available to GAS for developing a water system
to serve the more densely populated areas on the main island
of Tutuila. As of December 31, 1977, GAS had obligated only
$5.6 million, or 40 percent, of these funds. GAS' inability
to use these funds was caused in part by high personnel turn-
over, lack of capable contractors, and frequent nonavailabil-
ity of materials and equipment.

GAS officials estimated in February 1978 that the water
system could deliver about 5.5 million gallons of water per
day, exceeding the average daily consumption of about 4.3
mill on gallons. However, GAS estimates that the system
woul.d not be able to meet this consumption rate if another
drought (like the one in 1974) occurred because it relies on
surface water for 50 percent of its supply. For example,
the two existing canneries were closed for 3 months due to
the 1974 drought. Moreover, an opportunity for a third can-
nery was lost because the system could not supply the water
needed for its operation.

GAS estimated water loss due to leakage in the system
was at least 50 percent in February 1978. Furthermore, GAS
does not conduct adequate tests to determine whether the
water delivered through the system meets the minimum quality
standards set forth in Environmental Protection Agency regu-
lations. One GAS health official told us the water sometimes
poses a public health hazard.

Since 1972 GA S'contracted with three different consult-
ing firms for engineering., design, and planning studies to

1/Financial data on public utility CIPs was not readily
-available before fiscal year 1973.
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develop a water system. However, a number of the consult-
ants' recommendations have not been adopted, and GAS has no
long-range plan for water system development. Currently,
another water resource study for American Samoa is being con-
ducted by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. The study was
initiated in 1976 and is estimated to cost $1.9 million. A
segment of the study pertaining to water supply development
is scheduled for completion in September 1978.

In spite of' the studies made and' in progress, .GAS is
currently undertaking an extensive capital improvement pro-
gram to develop a system on the island of Tutuila eventually
capable of producing 12 million gallons per day by 1981 with
no plan, no cost/benefit analysis, and questionable capabil-
ity to effectively operate and maintain its current system.
Moreover, we believe that GAS is building a water system that
is potentially overdesigned and excessive to the real needs
of the territory.

Our analysis shows that the average per capita consump-
tion rate for the 6-month period, August 1977 to January
1978, was about 190 gallons per day, excluding water losses.
With a 12-million gallon a day syetem, projected per capita
capacity would increase to about 280 gallons by the year
2000, assuming 100 percent of the main island of Tutuila's
population is served. GAS officials admit that 100 percent
coverage of Tutuila's population by the year 2000 is un-
likely. Furthermore, the projected consumption rate by that
date is greater than the projected per capita consumption
for the island of Hawaii', which has a much larger commercial
base.

Sewer system--GAS efforts to improve a sewer and waste
treatment system have been hampered by its inability to
operate and maintain them once they are completed. For ex-
ar.ple, only one of the two waste water treatment plants is
operating. The other plant, built in 1973, has been inop-
erative since 1976. GAS lacks qualified personnel to operate
the plants.

As of December 31, 1977, GAS obligated about $1.8 mil-
lion of approximately $5.6 million available since fiscal
year 1973 for sewer system improvements. Despite the inabil-
ity to spend these funds effectively, GAS'-has requestedanother $12 million from the Environmental Protection Agency. _.
to upgrade the system over the next 4 years.

Power system--Improper operation and maintenance has
also hampered GAS' electric utility system improvements.
Frequent power outages have deterred GAS efforts to attract
investment in American Samoa.
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In 1974 electricity use had to be rationed because of

insufficient generating capability. As a result, GAS bor-

rowed power generating units from the U.S. Army and installed
two new generating units. Despite installation of the latter

two units, all GAS power units became inoperative in 1976 due

to poor maintenance and improper operation. At that, time GAS

undertook an extensive rehabilitation program to repair and

upgrade its power system.

Under the guidance of a qualified general manager, GAS'

electric utility system is now able to meet demands. How-

ever, power outages still occur periodically, often due to

equipment operator error. The general manager told us that

GAS does not have enough qualified personnel to operate and
maintain the sys em.

GAS has not made sufficient effort to recruit or ade-

quately train staff to operate and maintain the power system.

Unless greater effort is made, the electric utility system

could deteriorate to its former undesirable level.

Industrial park development--In 1972 GAS obtained a

$1 million grant from the Department of Commerce which-was
l ccally matched with $200,000 to build an industrial park.

GAS expected the park to attract small labor intensive indus-

tries to provide employment opportunities and generate reve-

nue for the territory. However, none of the 10 industrial

firms listed as potential tenants in the grant application

currently operate in the park. Moreover, in March 1978 only

one of the three current tenants could be characterized as an
industrial activity. Of the almost 450 jobs originally pro-

jected, only a maximum of 40 persons were ever employed, and

the current level is about 15. Income generated by these
tenants is not known but it is estimated to be very small.

GAS officials admitted that prospects of filling the park

with new industries are dim.

As of March 1978 the park had a cost overrun in excess

of $500,000. Even though it was originally proposed as an

80-acre park, GAS scaled its size down to 25 acres because the

contractor's bids for an 80-acre park substantially exceeded

GAS' budget estimate of $1.2 million. The park was originally
estimated to be completed in 1975 but was still uncompleted in

March 1978. GAS had not taken action at the time of our visit

to complete the park which it estimated to cost an additional.

$80,000 and-primarily involves completing the center road.

Communi.y college expansion--In 1976 the American Samoan

Community -oll ege received a $3.9 million grant from the De-

partment of Commerce to construct five new facilities and

develop the College from a 2-year to a 4-year institution.
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The concept of a 4-year college originated with a former GAS
administration to create a regional school in the South
Pacific and promote-a U.S. sphere of influence. Enrol.ment
was projected to increase to 5,000 full-time students by 1985.
In the spring of 1977 only 376 full-time students and 429
part-time students attended the college. -

According to the President of the College; the chairman
of the board of higher education which oversees the College;
and the Director, Department of Education, GAS; a 4-year
college concept is premature, and the College needs: to con-
centrate its efforts toward developing a quality 2-year
institution.

Results of standardized tests given to community college
students indicate that incoming students have the equivalence
of a fourth-grade U.S. education and that graduates have about
the equivalence of a sixth-grade U.S. education. Education
officials in American Samoa admit that education programs at
the College are generally weak and need improvement. In fact,
the Department of Education has instituted an in-house train-
ing program for its elementary and secondary school teachers
because the teacher education program at the College is so
poor.

In addition, we noted that:

--Definitive plans substantiating the nee& for a 4-year
college do not exist.

--The College has no overall educational development plan
which includes a 4-year college.

--A general facilities plan exists, including the facil-
ities planned for a 4-year college; however, the
planned facilities are not related to any developed
curriculum.

-- A cost/benefit analysis on the project was not
performed. Consequently, there are no estimates on
the additional funds needed to operate and maintain
the new facilities.

--GAS enrollment projections show only a slight increase
for the next 5 years. These projections do not ap-
proach the 5,000 enrollees contemplated by 1985.

Although the Governor of American Samoa agreed with most
of our observations, he contended that a 4-year college pro-
gram is an eventual goal for the territory and that the fac-
ilities to be built will help achieve this goal. He stated
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that an outside education consultant will be hired to assess
the future development of the Community College.

Department of Commerce officials told us that they do
not question the need for the new buildings since the present
Governor had indicated the buildings are needed for American
Samoa's future development.

IMPACT OF FEDERAL FUNDS ON AMERICAN SAMOA'S
GOVERNMENT AND CULTURE

GAS officials reported in November 1977 that the staying
power of -aditional Samoan culture has been put to the sup-
reme test by the infusion of many federally funded programs.
They also stated that this irreversible process is causing
more and more strain on the former communal and subsistence
life of the Samoan people and is making increasing demands onthe services of GAS. The proliferation of Federal grant pro-
grams illustrates the impact of Federal funds on the terri-
tory's government and culture. As of January 1978 GAS was
participating in 167, or 31 percent, of the 533 Federal grant
programs available to the territory.

Neither the Department of the Interior nor GAS has
determined whether the various Federal grant programs have
been beneficial to the territory or their effect on the cul-
ture. As discussed in the next chapter, GAS has had consid-
erable problems in administering all the funds received from
the Federal Government as well as its own local revenues.

Problems caused by Federal grants

In his December 1977 report on the grant situation in
American Samoa, the former governor concluded that American
Saoa was unable to support the magnitude and direction of
the Federal grant prgqrams being administered in the terri-
tory. In this regard he stated that American Samoa did not
have people capable and qualified to manage and administer
these grant programs.

The report concluded that American Samoa's population
base of about 30,000 was too small to contain and supply the
program expertise and management demanded by such extensive
grant activity; and that based on national experience, a
city-like population of i million or more people was war-
ranted to carry out the GAS grant programs.

The former governor further reported that the require-
ments of many of these grant programs were not suited to
American Samoa. Most Federal grant programs could not accom-
modate the local needs and situation in American Samoa, which
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were different from those in the United States. Consequently,
waivers and exemptions were routine needs in American Samoa.
In addition, he reported that the staffing requiremen:s for
these grant programs were weil beyond the level of available
indigenous skills and expertise in American Samoa.

Also, according to the former governor, the magnitude of
these Federal grant programs has taken away from GAS' utiliz-
ation of its limited resources to efficiently operate governL
ment, and special organizations sometimes have to be created.
He added that the GAS governmental structure was neither suf-
ficiently elaborate nor properly staffed to handle each grant.

An examination by GAS officials of 40 grant programs
revealed an average staffing pattern of about 6 full-time
equivalent employees per program. To meet the personnel de-
mands of the federally funded programs, the governor reported
that GAS has been forced to employ a variety of program ex-
perts under special contract who were usually recruited from
the United States. According to the former governor, this
approach has-been counterproductive to the emergence of a
self-governing American Samoa. Moreover, he reported that
this approach was expensive and had deprived the grant pro-
grams of a continuity of direction because of a high turnover
among these contract employees. GAS' dependence on these
contract employees is further discussed in chapter 4.

Changes in Samoan-culture

According to the Governor, some Federal grants have had
adverse effects on the Samoan culture; others have had posi-
tive results., The Federal support has contributed to the
changes which, according to the Governor, have also been
brought about by many other factors, such as the urbanization
vis-a-vis the urban drift and the transition from a subsis-
tence economy to a cash economy.

Federal support to the territory combined with Western
influences and other factors have brought higher wages
and also new ideas and values to the people. According to
GAS officials, the people of American Samoa have been able
to afford new and better conveniences and at the same time
become better educated. On the other hand, these officials
stated the young in American Samoa are getting bold and in-
quisitive into the validity of Samoan customs as new ideas
and values are introduced.

According to Federal and GAS officials, the varicus pro-
grams now provided to the elderly best demonstrate how some
Federal programs are changing the customs in American Samoa.
Under these programs the elderly now receive free meals
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daily, free transportation, and other services that were
normally provided by the communal system in the past.

GAS becomes eligible for grants through legislation,
direct competition, or formulas which specify funding levels
based on population, income levels, or other factors. The
Governor stated that most Federal grants to American Samoa
are awarded on needs assessment requirements, such as
economically disadvantaged and unemployment and underemploy-
ment rates of the work force.

American Samoa does not always receive an amount of
funds which corresponds to a specific need. For example,
GAS is eligible under two grant programs for about $1.1 mil-
lion in fiscal year 1978 for the 1,100 elderly people in
American Samoa aged 60 and over. This amount is not based on
needs or conditions in American Samoa but on one-fourth of 1
percent of the total appropriations under the programs. As a
result, the amount American Samoa is eligible for far exceeds
on a per capita basis the average amount nationwide. Under
this approach, iAmerican Seaoa receives $964 per capita;
whereas, nationally the average is $13 per capita.

As stated previously, American Samoa has not established
goals and priorities for the territory's development. There-
fore, it is difficult to measure the extent of change desired
by its people or to determine how these changes-should be -
brought about. The Governor stated that any culture, inclu-
ding the Samoan culture, cannot be quantified and measured.
We believe, however, it is necessary for American Samoa to
establish how it will develop and become a self-supporting
territory.' And, as part of this effort, it should identify
the changes desired and how they are to be effected.

In February 1978 the Director, Office of Territorial
Affairs, requested the Governor of American Samoa to deter-
mine which programs being administered were (1) not benefi-
cial to the territory by fostering undue dependency on out-
side resources, (2) destroying traditions, or (3) otherwise
counterproductive. GAS had not begun its study at the time
of our field visit.

NEED FOR APPROPRIATE OVERSIGHT AID TErCNICAL
ASSISTANCE BY THE DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

Interior's objectives, at stated in 1956, as it relates
to American Samoa is to promote the territory's political,
economic, and social development, ultimately leading to self-
government and maximum self-support, without disrupting the
traditional Samoan customs. We believe Interior has helped
the territory move toward self-government, but it has not
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exerted sufficient oversight and technical assistance to help
GAS achieve greater self-support.

Interior needs to ensure that all Federal funding ismade in accordance with the concept of helping the territory
achieve greater self-support. The policies approved by theSecretary cf the Interior in 1956 for developing AmericanSamoa do not sufficiently specify what Interior's roles Andresponsibilities are in promoting the territory's political,
economic, and social development. This need apparently wasnot recognized until the fall of 1977 when an official fromthe Executive Office of the President requested from Interior
an outline to prepare a Presidential Review Memorandum forthe territories. In December 1977 the Director, Office ofTerritorial Affairs, proposed an outline of questions to theExecutive Office seeking clarification of the U.S- roles andresponsibilities to the territories. As of June 1978, neitherInterior nor the Executive Office had clarified the Federal
roles and responsibilities to the territory.

However, in May 1976 the Secretary of the Interior es-tablished a Committee of Interagency Territorial Assistance.This committee was to (1) provide coordination of Federal
agency programs to the territories, through the Office ofTerritorial Affairs, (2) avoid duplication of effort and (3)assure that they are in agreement with the administration's

--territorial' policy to promote the political, economic, andsocial development.

To carry out this objective, a central and regionalcommittee were established. The central committee was estab-
lished in Washington, D.C., to serve as a focal point forpolicy matters relating to the territories. The regionalcommittee was established in the San Francisco area to empha-
size management and implementation of these programs in thePacific U.S. territories.

According to the Director, Office of Territorial Affairs,who also chairs the central committee, the Department of theInterior has little influence on the level of Federal fundsAmerican Samoa receives from other Federal agencies or whether
these funds are meeting the territorial needs. Anothercommittee official stated tha, legal authority does not existto direct other Federal agencies to take action or provide
information the committee deems appropriate to carry out its
responsibilities. This committee official further statedthat efforts have been largely unsuccessful to obtain infor-mation on such matters as proposed program legislation affec-ting American Samoa, the extent and direction of audit andtechnical assistance, and grant awards.
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Consequently, Interior does not know exactly how much
money is going to American Samoa from other Federal agencies
and is generally uninformed of other agencies' actions to
visit, audit, or otherwise oversee their programs. We be-
lieve such information is essential for Interior to exercise
effective oversight over the funds provided American Samoa
and to ensure that the U.S. objective of self-support is
being achieved.

In October 1977 the Congress enacted Public Law 95-134.
The new law is mzant to minimize the burden caused by exis-
ting applications and reporting procedures for certain grant
programs. Under this law a Federal agency is required to
establish regulations permitting each territory, in most in-
stances, to submit a single application and report for a con-
solidated grant. Moreover, the administering authority may
waive any requirement for matching funds or for an application
or report-in-writing for any consolidated grant.

We believe this authority for grant consolidation will
help relieve GAS of the administrative burden caused by the
various grant programs and will provide greater flexibility
in the use of funds to better meet the territorial needs. In
view of this flexibility, however, we believe it is even more
important for Interior to have appropriate information to ef-
fectively exercise its oversight responsibilities over all
Federal funds provided for the territory's development. We
believe also that these funds should be periodically audited
to ensure that the expenditure of Federal funds is in accor-
dance with the grant's provisions and objectives.

Moreover, we believe it is imperative, in view of this
law, that goals and priorities, as well as a comprehensive
plan, be established for the territory's development. Such a
plan would enable Interior to help determine if Federal funds
are needed and within GAS' administering capabilities. In
addition, these funds should be periodically audited to ensure
they have been properly expended in accordance with the plan.

CONCLUSIONS

American Samoa has been progressing politically but
has made little progress to become an economically self-
supporting territory. GAS has been without adequate direc-
tion; well-conceived goals and priorities for developing the
territory have not been established.

American Samoa's economy has become largely dependent
on Federal funds. The level of funds GAS has received from
the Federal Government has exceeded its capability to manage
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its programs. In addition, the funds are contributing to
changes in Samoan culture.

GAS has had difficulty in developing a sound economic
base or a skilled labor force. Moreover, it has not effec-
tively planned, developed, managed, operated, and maintained
various CIPs which are necessary to or contribute to stimu-
lating economic growth.

We believe the Department of the Interior has not
provided effective oversight and technical assistance to help
GAS achieve greater self-support. Interior's neglect to clar-
ify the U.S. roles and responsibilities is a contributing
factor to American Samoa not developing a greater self-help
capability. Because Interior has the ultimate responsibility
for the administration of GAS, we believe it should establish
its role and responsibilities and how it will exercise them.

Also, establishing well-conceived goals and priorities,
as well as a master plan to achieve them, is essential for
the territory's development. Moreover, it is essential for
this approach to be comprehensive and include goals, prior-
ities, and plans for its economic, social, and future politi-
cal development as well as the changes desired for the people
of American Samoa as the territory progresses toward self-
government and self-support.

We believe Interior should provide technical assistance
to help GAS establish these goals and priorities and a plan
to meet them. We recognize that GAS leaders must be committed
to establishing these goals and priorities and preparing,
implementing, and periodically reviewing the plan to ensure
its success before this approach will be effective.

Until these goals and priorities are established and
a master plan to meet them is agreed upon, Interior and GAS
will find it difficult to precisely determine the resources
and direction needed for the territory's development. In
the meantime, we believe Interior can generally assist GAS
to:

--Identify potential ways the territory may be able to
coordinate economic development efforts with Western
Samoa.

--Reevaluate the priorities and justifications for the
Federal funds available to construct CIPs. Special
consideraton should be given to ensure that GAS has
adequate resources to operate and maintain these
projects after construction. Without proper operation
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and maintenance, the value of these projects to GAS
will be minimal.

We recognize that Interior has requested that GAS
evaluate the benefit of its ongoing Federal grant programs.
In this regard Interior should ensure that GAS has made an
adequate evaluation, that there is a need for these programs,
and that they can be effectively administered. Also, the
pFurpose and intent of all future Federal funding, including
Federal grant monies for GAS, should be reviewed by Interior
to ensure they are essential and in line with the achievement
of the U.S. objectives of self-government and self-support
and within GAS' management capability. We believe the Secre-
tary of :he Interior should take whatever action is necessary
to have 1ll information available for Interior's evaluation.

In addition, Interior should negotiate with the other
Federal agencies, which provide funds to American Samoa, to
arrange for auditing these funds through the Office of the
Government Comptroller and ensure these funds are properly
expended in accordance with the grants' provisions as well
as the master plan when developed.

RECOMMENDATIONS

We recommend that the Secretary of the Interior clarify
the U.S. Government's roles and responsibil ties with respect
to carrying out its objectives of self-government and self-
support for the territory. We further recommend that within
these roles and responsibilities, the Secretary of Interior
ensure that GAS establishes goals and priorities for the
territory's development, which include what changes are de-
sired for the people of American Samoa, as well as a plan
to accomplish them. This plan should include all aspects of
its economic, social, and future political development.
Specific plans, such as those for education and capital im-
provements,-should be included as well as a plan determining
the financial and other resources needed for the territory's
development.

We also recommend that, until such goals and priorities
are established and a plan developed, the Secretary

--ensure GAS has made an adequate evaluation of the
Federai grant programs, that there is a need for them,
and that it cdan-effectively administer them;

--provide GAS technical assistance to (1) identify
potential ways the territory may be able to coordinate
economic development efforts with Western Samoa and
(2) evaluate the need for the Federal funds available
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for CIPs with special cone'deration to determining
whether GAS has adequate rasources to properly operate
and maintain these projects once completed;

--proceed on the best possible approach to have
information available on the purpose and intent of
all Federal funds, including Federal crants by other
agencies, so that Interior can carry (,ut its respon-
sibility to see that the territory develop, politi-
cally, economically, and socially; and

--negotiate and arrange with Federal agencies funding
grant programs in American Samoa to have the Govern-
ment Comptroller's staff audit these funds to ensure
that they are properly expended in accordance with
justifications for the program and appropriate
regulations.

Once GAS' goals and priorities are established and a
plan is developed, we recommend the Secretary ensure that all
future Federal funds, including Federal grants, are in line
with this plan and within GAS' management capability. In
addition, we recommend that the Secretary have the Government
Comptroller audit these funds to ensure they are properly ex-
pended iT accordance with the master plan.

CCMMENTS BY THE DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
AND OUR EVALUATION

In commenting on our report (see app. VI), Interior
generally agreed with our findings. According to Interior
officials, many of the comments and recommendations will be
helpful to the newly elected Governor of American Samoa and
Interior in providing for a more effective governmental
structure and programs of economic and political development.
Some of Interior's specific comments are incorporated in this
chapter where appropriate. General issues and clarifications
of our position follow.

Interior agreed with our recommendation that its roles
and responsibilities to knericanoSamoa need clarification.
However, according to Interior officials, the people of
American Samoa, acting through their locally elected
legislature and Governor, exercise nearly complete self-
government. In this regard,--the officials-stated that Inte-
rior is responsible for overseeing, but not administering
the territorial government. They further stated that admin-
istration of the territorial government rests with GAS, where
basic decisionmaking and formulation' of policies and programs
occur.
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We recognize that GAS has the responsibility foradministering the day-to-day operations of the territorialgovernment. However, we believe Interior has the oversightresponsibility for the administration of the territory. Be-cause of the significant weaknesses we found in such areas asdevelopment planning, financial management, aged personneladministration, we believe Interior should clearly define itsoversight responsibilities and how it will exercise them toensure these weaknesses are eliminated and do not recur. Inthis regard, we believe Interior has the responsibility totake whatever action is necessary to bring about correctiveaction and improvement in GAS' operations as long as it doesnot conflict with, or otherwise contradict, existing congres-sional legislation.

In regard to our recommendation that the Secretary ofthe Interior ensure GAS establishes goals and priorities forthe territory's development, Interior officials stated thatGAS -hould have the basic responsibility for establishing
its 'Is and priorities. We agree that GAS has this basicrespoi.sibility. However, we believe that Interior, as partof its oversight responsibilities, should ensure that thesegoals and priorities are developed as well as a plan to ac-complish them. We believe that the goals, priorities, andthe plan will lend the direction GAS needs for developing theterritory. We further believe that this approach will betterenable Interior, in reviewing GAS' annual budget request aspart of its oversight responsibilities, to determine whether
the Federal funds are in line with GAS' plan for developingthe territory.

Regarding our recommendation that the Secretary of theInterior ensure that GAS has adequately assessed the need forFederal grant programs, Interior officials agreed that ordermust be brought out of the chaos of Federal grant programsextended to the-territories. They further agreed that Amer-ican Samoa, like each of the territories, appears unable tosupport the magnitude and direction of the Federal grantprograms being provided.

Interior officials stated that the basic point of deci-sionmaking as to the value of any Federal grant program, andas to whether a given territory should participate, is inthe territorial government itself. DOI stated that vestingthis review authority over Federal grants in the Secretary
of the Interior would deprive locally elected officials of.some of their responsibility and assign it to appointed.offi-cials who may have little or no appreciation of the real ter-ritorial needs. Nevertheless, according to the officials, in'reviewing American Samoa's annual budget request, they will.:attempt to review the total programs of the local government,
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including grants from other Federal agencies to the extent
they are available.

Regarding our recommendation to have information
available on the purpose and intent of all Federal funds,
Interior officials stated that without question Interior
needs more information on Federal grants and their effects
on the several territories that participate in them.
According to the officials, they want to maintain and in-
crease the information they developed on Federal grants in
19'17. In compliance with section 401 of Public Law 95-134,
Interior issued a report to the Congress which contained in-
formation regarding domestic assistance programs available to
the territories and additional programs that may be of bene-
fit to the territories. Interior officials stated that they
will attempt to maintain and increase this information
through the Interagency Committee on Territorial Assistance.
However, they noted that each Federal agency tends to believe
in its own programs and understandably, to concentrate on its
grant programs as they apply throughout the United States,
thereby usually ignoring the peculiar problems of the
territories.

We agree with the concept and objectives of the Inter-
agency Committee; however, it appears that Interior may lack
the necessary authority to require Federal agencies to provide
this information. Unless this information is made available,
we do not believe the Committee's activities will be effec-
tive. We believe that Interior should take whatever action
is necessary to require that this information be made avail-
able--on an-ongoing basis so that it caniproperly exercise its
oversight responsibilities. It would appear, if needed, that
Interior could either (1) initiate action for an Executive
order requiring other Federal agencies to submit the informa-
tion necessary to make an evaluation of these grant programs,
or (2) request the Congress to pass legislation requiring
that all Federal funds for GAS be channeled through Interior.
We were advised that Interior provided all Federal funding to
American Samoa in the early 1960s.

Regarding our recommendation to have the Government
Comptroller audit Federal funds, Interior officials agreed
that its management and audit cognizance of other Federal
agency grants funds for American Samoa, as well as all
territories, would improve the audit and evaluation process.
They stated that efforts are underway to determine the work-
load involved and to work out arrangements under which the
Government Comptroller will take over more of the audits.

Interior officials agreed with our recommendation
that the Secretary of the Interior provide GAS technical
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assistance. They added that American Samoa, like other
territorial areas, needs technical assistance and support in
a wide range of program areas. Interior officials also agreed
that they have not exerted sufficient oversight and provided
needed technical assistance to help American Samoa, or any of
the other territories, achieve greater self-support. The
officials told us that, to enable them to assist the terri-
tories, they have recommended that the Congress explicitly
authorize the Secretary to provide technical assistance in
program planning, budgeting, economic development, and other
subjects within the responsibility of the territorial govern-
iments. Their assistance, under the proposed legislation,
Iwill be provided at the territorial governments' request only.

The proposed legislation might possibly be construed as
reducing authority Interior already has under 48 U.S.C. 1666
(1970) and Executive Order 10264 by making Interior's assist-
ance dependent upon a request from the territorial government.
As part of its responsibilities, Interior should be in a posi-
tion to provide technical assistance not only when requested,
but as necessary to bring about corrective action and improve-
ment in GAS' operations.

COMMENTS BY THE GOVERNOR OF AMERICAN SAMOA

Most of our findings were discussed with the Governor
during our visit to American Samoa. In commenting on our
draft report, the Governor agreed with many of our findings.
We have included his comments in 'io report where appro-
_priate. The Governor notified us of many actions that had
been taken on the basis on our findings. They are discussed
below.

The Governor informed us he has placed high priority
on comprehensive planning and had made economic development
the highest priority of h-is administration. In addition,
he advised us of a number of acticns that have been taken
or are planned to improve development planning and coordina-
tion and the economic infrastructure. For example, he stated
that interdepartmental committees for reviewing development
planning programs had been approved.

The Governor advised us that a territorial planning com-
mission and an advisory board consisting of GAS top agency
officials was established through the Planning and Economic
Development Act which was passed by the American Samoan
legislature. The Governor further advised us that a CIPs
Review Committee was appointed to study American Samoa's cap-
ital improvement plans, establish priorities and relate the
program to overall territorial planning. He further stated
that personnel from top firms in the private sector have been
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added to the GAS staff to help in design, cbnstruction
management and technical aspects of all CIP work.

The Governor stated that his administration established
an April 1978 plan for all Interior-funded CIP programs. Hestated they are committed to obligate all existing CIP funds
before April 1, 1979, and to have a substantial part of the
CIPs completed by that time. We were unable to assess the
adequacy of this plan at the time of our visit because it was
not available.

According to the Governor, his administration places
high priority on post-construction maintenance and operation.
Technical support has been recruited to provide immediate
training and assess maintenance and operation needs for
water, sewer, and electric utility development systems.

Regarding water system development, the Governor statedthat adherence to the Safe Drinking Water Act has at times
been extremely difficult because the greater part of the
water system is surface catchment water. Efforts to improve
and maintain GAS system water quality include increasing
the proportion of pure well water in the system and providing
more chlorination and other water treatments. The Governor
also noted that the degree of water loss due to leakage has
not been confidently determined but was estimated between
40 to 50 percent. He advised us that this leakage is now
under surveillance by a special task force from outside
American Samoa. GAS will isolate the-specific problems and
and replace the affected part of the old distribution system.
According to the Governor, materials have been ordered, crews
chosen, and new equipment acquired to make these corrections.

In addition, the Governor stated that his administration
anticipates $3 million for sewer development CIPs through
fiscal year 1980. Work will include extension of some sewer
lines and laying of another line, as well as expansion and
improvement of the two treatment plants.

The Governor also advised us that the 12-million-gallon
water system has an overall plan for the system development
and that the system's size was based on projected population
needs and anticipated increase in industrial and commercial
needs. We were unable to evaluate the adequacy of this plan
at the time of our visit because it was not available.

Regarding the electric utility system, the Governor ad-
vised us that major repair to virtually all of its dual units
and generators was 90 percent complete. Moreover, individu-
als have been recruited for training the middle management
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personnel of the system, as well as a specialist to managethe system.

The Governor stated that his administration hasconducted project prefeasibility studies on several projects,including the financial position of the Rainmak-.r Hotel andthe American Samoan Development C-rporation, (-ee app. III,p. 66) to determine alternative correction measures.

The Governor further advised us that his administrationwas reviewing all Federal grants to determine their suitabil-ity and applicability to the Samoan situation.

Regarding the Community College, the Governor statedthat the 4-year concept was under review, and considerationwas being given to a cooperative regional approach to highereducation utilizing colleges in Hawaii, Western Samoa, Fiji,and American Samoa. He further informed us that the Collegehad a new president who had done much to regain the commun-ities' confidence in the College. He added that the 1978summer enrollment at the Community College had increased100 percent over the 1977 total.

With respect to the problems in the Samoan educationsystem, the Governor stated that 90 percent of AmericanSamoa's students are born in a Samoan-speaking social system,not in an English-speaking environment. According to theGovernor, the Samoan language is used within the family, inthe church and its sponsored activities, in play, and in allsocial activities.

When-entering elementary s.hool, 90 percent of thechildren do nut speak English and they are 6 years behindthose children in American Samoa and those in the Statesthat speak English as a first language. The Governor toldus that serious questions concerning the reliability of testmeasurements have arisen because the tests are statesidetests based on stateside norms. According to the Governor,
the Samoan student is being tested in his second language-nd is being compared on stateside charts that depict theachievement of stateside students, most of whom have beentested in English as their first language.

The Governor further stated that the inability ofSamoans to compete successfully with their U.S. counterpartsresults partly from the stress on English acquisition ratherthan on acquisition of general learning and growth in suchskills as logic, concept comprehension, and reading. In thisregard, the Governor stated that on April 14, 1978, a Laskforce in GAS' Department of Education developed a proposalfor the realinement and reorganization of the territory's
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educational system to better handle many of the concerns
discussed in this chapter.

The Governor also stated that work will begin by
June 30, 1978, to complete the Industrial Park. According
to the Governor, this is, scheduled for completion under a
paving program to overlfay and rebuild roads throughout the
islands. Moreover, the Governor advised us t.la'. his adminis-
tration is assessing. the management requirement of the Park
and also pointed out that it will be. an integral part of the
territorial economic development plan.
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CHAPTER 3

NEED TO ESTABLISH FISCAL RESPONSIBILITY

IN AMERICAN SAMOA

The Department of the Interior provided funds to GAS;
however, it took minimal action until July 1977 to motivate
GAS to establish fiscal responsibility over these and local
funds. This is similarly true for other Federal age-:; s
which have provided funds to GAS in the past. Moreov-_.,
Interior admitted that it has been aware for many years that
several critical financial and system deficiencies existed in
American Samoa.

We found that GAS' accounting records and procedures
were so poor and its fiscal controls, so weak, that GAS offi-
cials did not know the precise amounts of funds received or
expended in prior periods. Because financial records had
not been properly maintained, GAS was unable to accurately
report its overall financial condition at the time of our
review.

Realizing the poor condition of the financial records,
the former governor initiated a Reconciliation Task Force in
August 1977 with the goal of reconciling all money accounts
of the Government of American Samoa and determining its fi-
nancial position before the inauguration of the new governor.
The Task Force completed its efforts in December 1977. Be-
cause of the lack of reliable records, it was unable to fully
determine the financial position of the Government. However,
it identified significant 'financial management problems,
such as ineffective controls over cash-and other assets and
GAS' failure to accurately account for the receipt and expen-
diture of Federal funds.

Many of these same deficiencies have been brought to
GAS' attention in prior audits and reviews as far back as
1954. Particularly, we pointed out in a 1954 report GAS'
failure to reconcile bank balances. In a 1959 report we re-
ported that GAS' controls over its billings were inadequate.

-..-In 1-966-we further -reported that GAS needed to improve and
strengthen its accounting and fiscal priorities and proce-
dures. One year later Interior reported that improvements
were needed in GAS' accounting and reporting system and
pointed out some of the same deficiencies as we did in 1966.
Interior further reported in 1970 that GAS' financial state-
ments were not- prepared in a timely and accurate manner.
Moreover, it reported that the maintenance and storage of
GAS' records were deficient.
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Interior also did a preaudit survey of the financial
management system and reported that GAS lacked adequate long-
range planning, had limited controls over expenditures,. and
had no control over its property. A post installation review
report in 1978 by Interior pointed out that the automated
financial system lacked adequate controls in four significant
areas and the capital improvement projects lacked reliable
data.

Interior stated in another 1978 report that significant
weaknesses existed in GAS' revenue billing, collection, and
accounting systems. It found that the Department of Port
Administration's local revenues were understated by over $1
million each year in GAS' fiscal years 1977, 1978, and 1979
budget justifications. Interior officials reported that this
resulted in requests for Interior funds in excess of the es-
timated GAS program funding requirements.

According to GAS officials, they did not have the core
of supervisory and support personnel capable of correcting
the problems, identified by the Task Force, and preventing
their- recurrence. In March 1978 these-officials stated that
another task force was needed to update the efforts of the
previous one.

During our visit we noted serious problems in record-
keeping and reporting, asset controls, the automated finan-
cial management system, and the administration of Federal
grant programs. For example, we found the computerized pay-
roll system does not detect duplicate time cards submitted
for the same time period (see p. 38). In addition, we found
that GAS' internal audit effort has been infrequent and in-
sufficient to identify these problems. Until these problems
are corrected, it appears doubtful that funds provided to
American Samoa will be properly accounted for.

INADEQUATE RECORDKEEPING AND REPOnTING

Accurate and timely accounting information is a require-
ment for sound financial management. The absence of such
basic records as financial statements and bank reconciliations
demonstrates GAS' severe financial management weaknesses.
We found that:

--Basic financial statements, such as Balance Sheets and
Statements of Revenues and Expenditures, had not been
prepared in at least 5 years. GAS' annual reports to
the Secretary of the Interior included a Balance Sheet
until 1972 when it was eliminated from the format.
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--Before the Task Force effort, general fund bank
accounts had not been reconciled for at least 12
months.

GAS officials could not explain why these statements and
reconciliations had not been made, except for the general
lack of expertise in the accounting sections and because
other, higher priority 'activities required the attention of
those capable of performing these functions. One effort in
March 1977 by the GAS staff to reconcile the September 1976
general fund bank accounts resulted ir. an unreconciled amount
of $3.9 million which was carried in the general ledger for
6 months. GAS officials explained that the reason for the
large unreconcilable amount was because the bank statement
used in the reconciliation was for the wrong month.

Reconciliation Task Force

The Task Force was not able to provide a full accounting
of GAS' financial position because of missing and unreliable
records. However, it arrived at what it considered to be a
reasonable approximation of the September 30, 1977, General
Fund Balance, the principal indicator of financial position.
During the course of its review, the Task Force made net ad-
justments of about $33 million to the fund balance, from a
surplus of $23 million to a deficit of $10 million. According
to one Task Force official, the reasons for the large adjust-
ments were primarily GAS' failure to keep up with normal
accounting entries and recognize the need for and make re-
quired adjustments and other journal entries. For instance,
of approximately $33 million tof net adjustments, $13 million
resulted from failure to set up necessary reserve accounts,
and $20 million was made to adjust asset and liability ac-
counts to supporting documentation.

GAS officials told us that the government's accurate
financial position remains unknown because of problems in
reconciling GAS' cash, CIP,.grant, and supply accounts.

Bank account reconciliations

Reconciling GAS' cash was one of the Task Force's
primary responsibilities in arriving at a supportable fund
balance. Because GAS had not reconciled its general fund
checking account in at least a year, a monumental manual
effort was necessary for the Task Force to arrive at the net
adjustments of $1.6 million made to the general fund cash
book balance as of September 30, 1977. Because of higher
priorities, bank reconciliations were not prepared for sub-
sequent months. A GAS official told us a computer program
was being developed to facilitate the reconciliation process
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because of the excessive manpower requirement to do it
manually.

CIP reconciliations

In reconciling the CIP authorizations, expenditures,
obligations, and unobligated balances, the Task Force found,
among other things, that:

--The accounting reports and documents did not accu
rately show the amounts of funds appropriated for
specific projects or the amounts expended and obli-
gated from various funding sources. Records were so
poor that the Task Force had to rely on congressional
hearings to determine the amount of funds made avail-
able by Interior.

--In reports subm. -ted to Interior, the amounts of
Interior funds wr'ch had been obligated were over-
stated by at least $10.2 million during fiscal year
1977 (resulting in o excess draws on Federal funds
but an equivalent understatement of the unobligated
balance of Interior appropriations). We were told
this misstatement resulted from the lack of under-
standing on the part of reporting personnel who in-
cluded project orders as "obligations" as well as
from an inherent weakness in the financial management
system.

--GAS made improper transfers of fiscal years 1973 and
1974 appropriations from CIP to operating funds -
amounting to about $260,000.

A primary objective of this segment of the Task Force
was to determine the unobligated balance of Interior funds
appropriated for CIPs. Although this task was accomplished,
the auditor expressed misgivings about the reliability of the
expenditure data used to compute the unobligated balance. On
the basis of his reconstruction of available records, the
auditor believed insufficient documentation was available to
make a comprehensive audit of CIPs feasible.

Federal grant account reconciliations

The Task Force was unable to completely reconcile
Federal grant accounts. Because of significant recordkeeping
deficiencies, it attempted to reconstruct GAS records. The
Task Force determined the total amounts of grant expenditures
but was unable to report what the actual grant authorizations
or the amounts received from the Federal Government were.
Moreover, it found that there was no



--comprehensive file of grants documents or

--reliable listing of grant accounts showing the Federal
versus local funding authorizations, expenditures,
obligations, and unobligated balances.

As a result, the Task Force was unable to verify the accu-
racy, reliability, or appropriateness of expenditures, trans-
fers, or adjustments to the individual grant accounts. Task
Force officials reported that a complete reconstruction of
transactions of each grant account would be necessary before
any reliability could be placed on the account balances in
the grant fund and an audit of each account would be neces-
sary to determine whether funds had been properly utilized.
They doubted whether a reconstruction and audit of each grant
would be possible due to the lack of reliable data and docu-
mentation.

Supply account reconciliations

It was necessary for the Task Force to take physic.alinventories of all supply stocks because GAS had not properly
maintained, monitored, or valued its supply stock records.
As a result, the Task Force found it necessary to increase
qFme stock records by $1.9 million and to decrease other
'stock records by $0.9 million to bring the records in line
.with the physical inventories. Consequently, the total book
value of supply inventories was increased from $3 million to
$4 million as of September 30, 1977.

MANAGEMENT AND CONTROL OF ASSETS INEFFECTIVE

Along with GAS' severe recordkeeping deficiencies, wealso noted GAS had inadequate control over its assets. At
the end of fiscal year 1977, GAS could not accurately report
the value of its equipment and buildings and the amount ofits cash and receivables. Furthermore, we noted management
deficiencies which have resulted in inefficient utilization
and a lack of control over GAS' resources.

The actual value of GAS equipment and buildings is
unknown. Estimates range from $26.2 million, as reported inthe 1977 American Samoa Annual Report, to about $60 million.
Property records are incomplete and inaccurate due to lackof records maintenance and periodic inventories of capital
assets. We noted, in a sample of six, that two pieces ofequipment, valued at about $70,000, had been disposed of
but were still carried on GAS property records.

GAS' failure to obtain maximum benefit frowm its assets
is perhaps best exemplified by its cash management Practices.
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During fiscal year 1977 GAS, in addition to not reconciling
its bank accounts as discussed above,

--did not perform cash-flow analyses of its cash needs
and

--allowed liquor store revenues of $428,000 to accumu-
late in a checking account over a 2-year period,
thereby losing possible interest or depriving the
general fund of cash.

Despite its failure to properly manage cash, GAS appar-
ently was able to avoid a cash flow crisis resulting from any
temporary deficit in its general fund. Up until December 31,
1977, GAS had access to plenty of cash because it had the
privilege of drawing on the U.S. Treasury as the means of
drawing down on Interior funding. A GAS official told us the
only limitation imposed by the Office of Management and Bud-
get was that total drawdowns not exceed total funding avail-
able for both operations and capital improvements. This pro-
vided GAS a "buffer" for normal GAS operations, consisting of
the $12.6 million authorized for CIPs in fiscal years 1976 and
1977. GAS officials told us cash draws in these years were
based on rough undocumented estimates of immediate cash needs.

GAS' failure to provide adequate cash controls has
provided no assurance that its cash has not been misapproori-
ated or even embezzled. GAS officials said this may be hap-
pening and that there are still opportunities for it to occur
as long as cash controls remain weak.

INEFFECTIVE AUTOMATED FiNANCIAL
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Recognizing its severe financial management problems
GAS decided in 1975 to obtain a new financial management sys-
tem. A prominent accounting firm was contracted, and in 1976
an automated system was designed and implemented.

Although it appears to be a workable system, it has
failed to provide accurate and timely financial management
information since its implementation. The lack of credibility
in the system's output is evidenced by the fact that some ac-
tivities were maintaining duplicate manual financial records.
Nevertheless, GAS officials said they are now totally depen-
dent on the computer and that reversion to a manual system
would not be feasible.

According to GAS officials, nothing is inherently wrong
with the system, but it has not been as effective and useful
as it should be because:
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-It was implemented without purifying the existing
manual records. As a result, the records continue
to carry the inaccuracies which existed before
implementation.

--It was implemented too quickly. According to GAS
officials, certain necessary or desirable control fea-
tures were left out of the design or not implemented.

--GAS did not provide the local assistance it had agreed
to provide the contractor during implementation. As a
result, much of the contractor's time was spent doing
clerical tasks, and GAS personnel were not sufficiently
acquainted with the sytem when it was finished.

--Input inaccuracies are prevalent. To meet processing
deadlines, control features designed to identify such
inaccuracies for correction were often bypassed, re-
sulting in a 'garbage-in, garbage-out' situation.

--The various subsystems have not been integrated, thus
requiring manual intervention to obtain and record
information provided and make necessary adjustments
and reconciliations. Officials said that, due to the
lack of local expertise, these functions are often
neglected.

We noted other features which were not included in thesystem but could be of significant value in controlling and
properly reporting financial data:

--The CIP subsystem does not accumulate expenditures and
obligations against CIPs as incurred. Expenditures
and obligations are not reflected against a CIP until
the project orders which have been issued are com-
pleted and closed to the CIP. As a result, during the
time the project order is open, records do not reflect
the total expenditures and obligations incurred.

--The grant subsystem does not reflect the amounts of
advances or reimbursements actually received from the
grantors. Also, the system does not cc.pute the Fed-
eral versus local shares of grant expenditures. The
absence of these features requires manual reconcilia-
tions which have not been performed and are a primary
cause of the grant accounting problems.

--Basic control features to identify excessive payroll
time and/or duplicate timecards were either not im-
plemented or werJ eliminated. We tested the payroll
system by submitting duplicate timecards covering
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the same time period for the same employees. The
automated system did not detect the existence of these
duplicate timecards and issued checks covering the
total amount of time reflected on both cards. GAS
officials said this payroll control feature had not
been implemented and another, designed to detect ant
reject excessive hours charged, had been eliminated
due to the high rejection rate which necessitated ex-
cessive manual review. These officials further said a
manual review of computer reports was supposed to be
regularly conducted to identify improper time charges.
However, a payroll review, conducted by the acting
Government Comptroller for American Samoa, revealed
that this manual review either was not conducted or
failed to identify significant excessive time charges.

Interior performed pre- and post-installation audits of
the system and noted many of these problems. The post-
installation report showed that several improvements have
been made to correct these problems; however, numerous defi-
ciencies still existed. Chief aw,ng, these is the lack of
qualified personnel to manage, opeadte, utilize, and evaluate
the system.

GAS officials believe a full-scale review of the auto-
mated segments of the financial management system is needed
to pinpoint the weaknesses and recommend corrective action.
Although such a review would certainly disclose numerous
deficiencies, we believe that unless qualified personnel are
available to carry through with the' implementation of the_
necessary changes, ne/d i' nrovements would not necessarily
follow.

INADEQUATE ADMINISTRATION OF
FEDERAL GRANT PROGRAMS

We found that GAS' staff resources are inadequate to
efficiently manage the federally funded grant programs. As
previously discussed on page 36, GAS was unable to determine
the amounts authorized and received for these gran- programs
because of unreliable records. Moreover, under the Depart-
ment of Health, Education and Welfare's grant, which provi.]es
various programs for the elderly, we found specifically that
GAS had:

--Allowed persons-aged 50 and over: to enroll in the
nutrition program although the legal requirement is
60 or older. As a result, 47 percent of the 2,689
enrollees at January 31, 1978, were between the ages
*,f 50 to 59.
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--Not sought to restrict air transportation between the
islands only to needed services, such as medical assis-
tance and legal services, as required by Federal in-
struction. We noted in our review of the 450 travel
tickets issued by GAS for trips between islands in
January 1978 that the reasons why 248 individuals in-
dicated they were going home was neither noted nor
readily available. The records for the remaining 202
trips indicated that 69 trips or 34 percent were made
for needed services and 133 trips or 66 percent were
made for personal reasons or family matters.

--Not prcperly administered the contracts under the
nutrition program for the daily distribution of meals.
Consequently, the number of meals being served exceeded
the limitations set forth in the contract. Under one
of the three contracts, the daily number of meals
being served over a 10-day period exceeded, by about
400 meals, the maximum 1,125 meals specified in the
contract to be served. As a result, the anticipated
annual contract costs are likely to be exceeded as
has already happened under one contract. Specifi-
cally, a $40,000 anendment was executed because the
contract funds were depleted halfway through the
year.

--Not properly set up the nutrition program so that
effective accountability existed over the number of
meals served to the elderly. Specifically, meals
served were not reconciled to the rumber of meals
billed by the vendors. In7%ne instance, GAS was
billed $9,870 (4,700 meals at $2.10 each) by one con-
tractor for meals reportedly served at one location
from January 17, 1978, to February 7, 1978. A recon-
ciliation of the number of meals actually served to
the number of meals billed showed that 1,578 less
meals were served than the number shown on the bill-
ing. No action was taken by GAS after we brought
this to their attention during our visit.

Our review of the Department of Labor's grants for
service employment programs under the Comprehensive Employ-
ment and Training Act disclosed similar problems in GAS'
management of these grants. (See pp. 52 to 54.)

NEED TO IMPROVE INTERNAL AUDIT COVERAGE

In spite of the numerous financial management weaknesses
noted, GAS' internal audit activities have not been exten-
sive and have generally been geared to relatively minor areas
of concern. For instance, during 1975 and 1976 only three
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audit reports were issued: one on a review of compensatory

time, one on the accounts receivable and physical inventories

of the Marine Railway, and one on bingo rental fees at -the
marketplace. During 1977 the audit activity picked up.

Seven reports were issued: three were audits of Federal

grant programs, two involved disbursing and cash controls

in GAS' general fund, and two concerned cash controls on

other GAS activities.

From August 1977 through December 1977, the audit staff

was assisting the Task Force in its efforts and was thus

taken away from its auditing function. Subsequently, in Feb-

ruary 1978 the Territorial Auditor was transferred to the

position of Acting Director of Administrative Services and,

according to him, the 'audit office was left without suffi-

cient expertise to effectively carry out the auditing func-
tion.

We believe the internal audit group can be an effective

mechanism for identifying and helping correct GAS' financial

management problems. However, it must have adequate staff

and be given proper priority for it to be effective.

NEED TO PROVIDE AND PROPERLY SEGREGATE
AUDIT AND TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

Various prior audits and reviews of GAS, made by us

and the Interior, have generally identified the same basic

financial management deficiencies previously discussed in

t:iis chapter. Our 1954 report of GAS' accounting and fiscal

procedures had, as its first finding 'failure to reconcile

bank balance." 41oreover, subsequent audits by us and the

Interior pointed out that GAS has been unable to effectively
manage its financial resources. The results of other recent

grant audits in American Samoa further highlight these prob-

lems:

--An independent accounting firm audited a $3 million
Department of Housing and Urban Development grant in

March 1978 and was unable to express an opinion on the

financial statements due to a lack of supporting doc-

umentation.

--An independent audit of Law Enforcement Assistance
Administration grants in 1976 disclosed significant

weaknesses in the accounting system and internal con-

trols.

--Independent audits of Economic Development Adminis-

tration planning grants conducted in 1974 and in 1975
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resulted in disclaimers of opinions on the financial
statements.

--A GAS audit of the Intergovernmental Personnel Act
grant in 1977 disclosed errors resulting in disallow-
ance of 37 percent if the expenditures claimed.

Unless technical assistance is provided to help correct the
causes of these deficiencies, audits will likely continue to
disclose similar deficiencies without correcting the under-
lying problems.

Interior, as well as other Federal agencies, has not
provided adequate technical assistance and oversight to help
GAS achieve financial accountability. Some Federal agency
officials told us the expense and distance involved in
traveling to the territory and the comparatively small amount
of funding as compared to stateside programs have precluded
giving Pmerican Samoa more attention.

Recognizing that program accountability rests with each
granting agency and the excessive cost and duplication of
sending teams of auditors to the territory for each major
program, Interior is considering increasing the staff and
technical capabilities of the Government Comptroller's Office
to audit on behalf of all major grantors. Such a consoli-
dated auditing approach would undoubtedly require personnel
ceiling and budgetary consideration. Nevertheless, we be-
lieve this approach will definitely augment the Government
Comptroller's resources and should be given adequate consid-
eration by the Secretary of the Interior.

Although the primary function of the Government Comp-
troller's office in American Samoa will be audit, Interior
is also considering using the staff to provide much needed
technical assistance. We believe it is desirable, organiza-
tionally, to keep the two functions separate to preserve the
integrity of audit objectivity and that the Secretary should
consider using a separate orgarization to administer technical
assistance. However, we recognize that such an arrangement
may not be viable in view of the limited resources provided
to establish the Government Comptroller's function in Amer-
ican Samoa. As an alternative, we believe the Government
Compt.:oller's staff which provides technical assistance should
be functionally separate from the staff which conducts the
audits.

The Government Comptroller will greatly aid in correcting
many of the aforementioned financial management deficiencies
but should not be considered a "cure-all" or relied on too
heavily to alleviate all the problems plaguing GAS. The
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Government Comptroller's effectiveness is-dependent on the
reception and implementation of the technical assistance and
audit recommendations provided to GAS.

CONCLUSIONS

Ineffective financial management has prevented GAS from
properly accounting for the receipt and expenditure of Fed-
eral and local funds. Until recently, GAS has not been
motivated to exercise fiscal responsibility because Interior,
and other Federal agencies which provide- funds, have not
given enough oversight and technical assistance.

Because Interior has oversight responsibility-for the
administration of the territory, it should assume the respon-
aibility fbr ensuring that GAS properly accounts for Federal
funds. In this respect, Interior should provide frequent
and extensive technical assistance, as well as constant over-
sight, to ensure progress is being made in correcting the
financial management deficiencies and preventing their
recurrence.

We believe the Government Comptroller will certainly
aid in this effort-but will not serve as the simplistic
solution to a complicated problem. Auditing is not the
final solution because GAS' financial management problems
are known. The Government Comptroller's audit efforts must
be matched by a corresponding program of oversight and tech-
nical. assistance to-ensure that GAS makes progress toward
correcting the problems identified by the audits. To pre-
serve audit objectivity, we believe the technical assistance
and auditing functions should be segregated and that staff
providing technical assistance should not be assigned to
.audit activities in which they have previously been involved.

RECOMMENDATIONS

We recommend the Secretary of Interior establish a
separate organization, instead of placing this responsibility
in the Office of the Government Comptroller, to provide tech-
nical assistance necessary to

--ensure that adequate and qualified personnel are
avallaoie to manage and properly account for the re-
ceipt and expenditure of all Federal funds, including
i'ederal grant monies;

--develop effective accounting procedures and controls;

--make necessary improvements in the automated financial
management system; and
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--train the local people in the technical skills neces-
sary to generate an effective financial management
system.

If this is not viable in view of limited resources
and it is decided to place this responsibility in the Office
of the Government Comptroller, we recommend that staff F'ro-
viding technical assistance not be assign!ed to audit activ-
ities in which they have previously been involved. In
addition, we recommend that the Secretary establish criteria
to ensure adeauate time is directed to the post audit
fLu.tion.

We further recommend the Secretary of Interior direct
the Government Comptroller to take appropriate action to
ensure that regular audits are performed on the management
and expenditures of all Federal funds. In carrying out this
function particular attention should be directed to ensuring
that adequate financial controls and procedures exist.

COMMENTS BY THE DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
AND OUR EVALUATION

Interior generally agreed with our findings and
recommmendations. Some comments dealing with specific points
have been addressed in the appropriate sections of this chaD-
ter. Comments on general matters and our reco.,nendations are
discussed below.

Since July. 1977 Interior stated that a number of actions
have been initiated to motivate GAS to effect fiscal respon-
sibility over Federal and local funds. These actions includ-
ed:

--Establishinq a Financial Management Task Force within
the Interior to assist GAS in the documentation of
its automated accounting system.

--Sending a team of professional auditors to American
Samoa to supervise and assist GAS' in-house team in
its efforts to purify accounting data as part of the
Task Force (see p. 32).

--Sending a systems accountant to American Samoa in
October 1977 to assist in the year-end closing of the
Government's accounts. With the assistance of the
above team of professional auditors, this individual
also reviewed GAS' financial management practices
and procedures and concluded that adequate controls
had not been in effect to ensure that Federal funds
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have been properly utilized, accounted for, and
reported.

Interior agreed in principle with the philosophy that
those individuals charged with the. responsibility for design
of a financial management system should not, because of in-
herent biases, audit the efficiency or effectiveness of such
systems. It also agreed that, if human and fund resources
were available, it would be ideal to separate audit from
technical assistance.

However, in light of the very limited resources
provided to establish the Government Comptroller's function
in American Samoa and the likely continued need for Federal
austerity, Interior officials stated that it would probably
not be possible to reach that arrangement. According to
these officials, the Government Comptroller will assign
separate individuals to review and recommend the design
for a particular system. Ultimate approval of this system
will be vested jointly in the Governor and the Office of
Territorial Affairs.

Once approved, the Comptroller's technical assistance
staff will effect implementation of the system design and
provide for all necessary related training. bzdits to mea-
sure the effectiveness and accuracy of the system in question
will be conducted by audit personnel who were riot involved
in the original design and training efforts.

COMMENTS BY THE GOVERNOR OF AMERICAN SAMOA

The Governor of American Samoa informed us that his
administration is getting the accounting records in better
shape as part of GAS' financial rebuilding. He also stated
that his administration was taking a number of actions to
correct the weaknesses identified ir the reve-rt. Among the
actions being taken, the Governor stated that:

--Trial balances were being prepared monthly, but they
were meaningless until the account balances could
be substantiated.

--Deficiencies in the administration of Federal grant
programs were being corrected. Tighter controls are
being applied and sounder management systems were
being established.

--A systems accountant was hired for the accounting of
Federal grant funds. In addition, his administration
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was in the process of inventorying grant reimbursement
procedures and centralizing the billings for reim-
bursements.

--Several accounting and bookkeeping training classes
and seminars were planned for GAS employees.

Regarding the automated financial management system, the
Governor stated that programing was underway to accumulate
and report expenditures and obligations against CIPs on a
monthly basis. In addition, he stated that a new grant ac-
counting system had been developed and was in the test stages.
Also, exception reports had been instituted to identify all
personnel reporting in excess of 80 hours of regular time.

According to the Governor, a new director of GAS'
internal audit was onboard. He also stated that efforts were
being made to adequately staff this office and give it a more
active rcle in identifying and correcting problems.
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CHAPTER 4

NEED TO IMPROVE PERSONNWL DEVELOPMENT IN

AMERICAN SAMO&' S GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS

The success of Ame :. n Samoa in progressing toward
self-government and se - .,upport substantially depends on
GAS' ability to effectiv;-tl; manage and develop its personnel
resources. The diversity of GAS' activities creates a demand
for technicians, managers, professionals, and trained support
staff which outstrip the local supply. As a result, many
technical and supervisory positions must be filled by con-
tract employees from the United States, and many positions
are filled by semiqualified or unqualified persons. Com-
pounding these problems is a high turnover rate among these
contract employees and the lack of effective personnel admin-
istration and training programs in the government.

GAS has not received adequate technical assistance in
developing its personnel resources from the Department of the
Interior or other Federal agencies. Unless priority atten-
tion is given to personnel administration and development, we
believe the problems which have plagued American Samoa in the
past will continue.

IMPROVEMENTS NEEDED-IN GAS PERSONNEL
ADMINISTRATION AND PLANNING

During 1977 GAS employed an average of about 3,300
persons, almost half of the total work force of 7,300 in
American Samoa. _GAS employment is highly desirable and
sought after by American Samoans because of its generally
high wage scale.and wide range of activities and occupations
including health, education, public safety, communications,
and construction. Because GAS is responsible for such a
broad range of activities, the effective administration of
its personnel system is the key to the overall efficiency of
its operations. The responsibility for all staffpower-related
activities, including organizational planning, recruitment,
training, classification, and placement, are ostensibly cen-
tralized in GAS' Office of Manpower Resources.

The following conditions indicate weaknesses in staff-
power administration and planning:

--GAS has not assessed its long- or short-term personnel
needs or inventoried occupational skills available in
the labor market as bases for staffpowe7 planning.
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--No comprehensive formal training program exists in
the government.

--Manpower Resources has not utilized work measurement
standards as a basis for establishing staffing
structures.

--The classification structure has grown too large;
nearly one job classification exists for every three
employees. GAS officials stated the classification
system is often improperly used to provide pay raises
or promotions or to create positions for specific
individuals.

--On the basis of a limited sample and comments from
GAS officials, it appears many employees do not meet
the minimum qualifications established for their jobs.

--The pay scale has not been monitored and adjusted on
a regular basis contributing to the widespread use
of reclassification in lieu of pay raises.

GAS officials recognize these shortcomings, b,t we
believe they do not possess the in-house expertise to recom-
mend or implement corrective action. They indicated the
grants provided by the Civil Service Commission under theIntergovernmental Personnel Act have been of some help; how-
ever, a significant improvement in the level of expertise isstill needed. The head of the Personnel Operations Division
told us a complete analysis and revamping of the staffpower
system by outside experts was needed and was being considered.

SHORTAGE OF QUALIFIED PERSONNEL

Since as far back as 1953, GAS has indicated in its
annual report to the Interior shortages of trained localpersonnel and its desire to replace contract employees withAmerican Samoans. Nevertheless, this move toward self-
reliance has never materialized. From 1956 to 1978, the num-
ber of contract employees ha:- grown from 45 to 170 respec-
tively. Further-ore, virtually all of the contract employeeshold middle and upper management positions. Hampered by
weaknesses in the educational system (see p. 52), and thetendencies for outmigration of some of the best qualified
personnel, GAS has been unable to develoo the personnel
resources necessary to administer the government.

GAS officials acknowledged shortages of qualified
personnel throughout the government, partictLlarly in the areeof financial management. Officials indicated that the lackof adequately trained technicians in this area was a major
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cause of the financial management problems (see ch. 3) theyhave encountered.

To demonstrate this point, a GAS official, at our
request, administered a very simple bookkeeping test to 39accounting personnel. The 67-percent failure rate confirmedGAS officials' opinions that sta£Z, including supervisors,
were largely unqualified. Furthermore, GAS officials believedthe infrequent in-house training conducted has been ineffec-
tive because it was geared to a higher comprehension levelthan possessed by the staff.

We were advised by GAS offi-ials that similar shortages
of qualified personnel exist in education, public works,
health, and staffpower resources. We selected a sample of 10GAS positions, primarily from the Department of Administra-
tive Services, to determine whether they possessed the min-imum qualifications established for their jobs. Of these,
seven of the eight local hires did not me.t minimum educa-tional, experience, or skill requirements. Although such alimited test cannot be considered fully representative, the
high percentage of failure of the bookkeeping test, coupledwith the opinions of GAS officials, indicate a significant
problem does exist.

PROBLEMS WITH THE CONTRACT EMPLOYMENT PROGRAM

Due to the shortage of local expertise, GAS has been andwill continue to be dependent on contract personnel to help
administer the government. Despite GAS' long-term goal ofreplacing these employees with qualified American Samoans,
during fiscal year 1978 it employed about 170 contract em-ployees, many of whom held key management and professional
positions. Although GAS has been forced to rely on the con-tract employment arrangement, many aspects are not totallysatisfactory to the government. Two primary reasons are thelack of staff continuity caused by high turnover and the re-tarding effect on progress toward becoming a self-supporting
territory. There also appears to be weaknesses.in the con-tract employment policies and practices which hinder GAS'ability to recruit and retain top quality personnel.

According to GAS officials, high turnover among contractemployees has adversely affected the overall government oper-ations. In fiscal years 1976 and 1977, turnover was approx-
imately C5 percent and 41 percent, respectively. Contracts
are normally for 2 years and can be renewed with mutualagreement. However, most contract employees stay 2 years orless, and only about 29 percent renew their contracts. Theeffects of this high turnover are difficult to quantify:



nevertheless, officials said it has produced adverse effects,
including

--loss of program continuity;

--inadequate attention toward training and development
of GAS staff, which is usually done by contract em-
ployees; and

--increased costs of recruiting and relocation.

Lack of continuity of contract employees is perhaps
most pronounced or evident in the financial areas. For ex-
ample, since July 1974 the position of Treasurer/Director of
Administrative Services has been filled by seven individuals.
During this time siL. persons have served as local Comptroller.
As of March 1978 the Treasurer's position was filled in an
acting capacity, and the Deputy Director of Administrative
Services and local Comptroller positions were vacant.

It appears the dependence on contract employees has had
a negative impact on movements toward becoming a self-
supporting territory. Because GAS has relied heavily on im-
ported leadership for over 20 years, we believe there may not
be the incentives for it to concentrate on developing'locaI
leadership. The GAS administration has expressed 3 long-term
goal of "Samoanization" but realizes it cannot be achieved
quickly. GAS hopes to gradually rplace contract employees
with American Samoans as they become qualified.

S Recognizing that it is forced to depend on contract
employment, GAS' ability to recruit and retain top quality
contract employees is crucial to the success of the govern-
ment's operation. Certain factorr which could affect hiring
and retention cannot be controlled by GAS, such as geograph-
ical location, clirmate, and some economic conditions. How-
ever, other factors, such as recruiting, pay, job security,
and working conditions, can be controlled or at least affect-
ed by GAS actions. Likewise, it also seems possible that
Interior could provide assistance to GAS in recruiting and
retaining quality personnel.

A survey of GAS policies and practices and a question-
naire we distributed to GAS contract employees disclosed the
following factors relative to recruiting and retention:

--GAS officials believed their recruiting mechanism
was difficult to administer because of the geograph-
ical distance from the United States. Although the
Contract Recruiting Branch generally placed newspaper
advertisements and handled some correspondence, the
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hiring departments made their own recruiting trips,often without coordinating with the Contract RecruitingBranch or other departments. The Contract Recruiting
Branch believed a more coordinated effort, such asmaintaining an off-island recruiting office, could bemor-t effective and efficient.

--GAS officials believed salaries offered are sometimes
too low to attract the most qualified personnel. Forinstance, the highest-paid physician receives less
than $27,000 in American Samoa. Yet, the Director ofMedical Services said medical school graduates can ex-pect to earn $40,000 in the United States. Further-
more, our questionnaire disclosed that 82 of 1;24, or66 percent, of contract employees believed their sal-aries were too low for their duties and responsibil-
ities, living conditions, and other factors.

--According to GAS officials, contract employees havedifficulty obtaining follow-on employment before de-parting American Samoa. For instance, the question-
naire responses disclosed only 12 of 37 contract
employees departing within the next 6 months had
strong follow-on job possibilities. Furthermore, 33of 106, or 31 percent, of responding employees expectedto encounter a period of unemployment or less thansuitable employment upon returning to the United
States.

--The contracts contain a clause which provides fordismissal without cause with only 30 days' notice.The questionnaire responses disclosed that 68 of 103,
or 66 percent of responding contract employees be-lieved this lack of job security was a significant
inhibiting factor to attracting and retaining quali-fied personnel. Realizing this fact the present GASadministration has expressed the intention to elimi-
nate this clause.

--Lack of job satisfaction and inadequate working
conditions appear to be significant factors in employ-ees' decisions whether to continue in GAS' employment.
When asked, "What factor or factors would most influ-ence you to not complete your contract or renew?" 69of 124, or 56 percent, responded either "lack of jobsatisfaction" or "inadequate-working conditions" or
both.

Although the high turnover alone is testimony to theinherent problems in the conzract employment system, appar-ently no criteria is available by which to measure the overall
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success of GAS in recruiting and retaining well-qualified
personnel. Because contract employment is the avenue GAS has
selected for securing needed technical and managerial exper-
tise, we believe an assessment of the recruiting process and
incentives structure is necessary to ensure the program is
as effective and efficient as possible.

NEED FOR AN ADEQUATE EDUCATION
AND TRAINING SYSTEM

The primary personnel need of GAS and of the American
Samoan community is education and training to equip Samoans
to competently perform in GAS as well as in the private sec-
tor. However, the employment picture in American Samoa is
one in which high unemployment is present due to limited job
opportunities as well as a shortage of qualified persons to
fill the jobs which exist. As previously pointed out on
page 48, GAS has been unable to develop the personnel re-
sources necessary to administer the government because of
weaknesses in the educational system and the tendancies for
outmigration of some of the best qualified personnel.

In addition to an educational system that will provide
qualified and capable employees, GAS also needs an effective
training program to improve its staff's capabilities. Per-
sonnel development within GAS is generally considered to be
the responsibility of the Training Division, Office of Man-
power Resources. However, other GAS departments plan and
conduct their own training, if any, and generally do not
coordinate with the Training Division.

Manpower Resources officials could not advise us of the
types or amounts of training being conducted throughout GAS.
These officials said the only significant training in the
Government is training received on the job through service
employment programs authorized by the Comprehensive Employ-
ment and Training Act of 1973, 29 U.S.C. 801 et seq: (Supp.
IV 1974). The purpose of these public service employment
programs is to provide transitional employment for unemployed
and underemployed persons in jobs providing needed public
service so that participants can move into employment not
supported by these programs. They are funded by Department
of Labor grants and are administered locally. In addition,
comprehensive staffpower training activities, such as c3as3:-
room and on-the-job trainina, are also funded by these zranz

During fiscal year 1977 about 70 percent of tre 1,25,
Comprehensive Employment and Training Act positions wece
public service employment positions under titles II and JI
of the act. The remaining positions basically were work
experience positions under t.tle I of the act.
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Because of limited job opportunities in A.erican Samoa,
GAS officials administering these programs have been facedwith employing personnel in positions for which there arelimited follow-on employment opportunities. The program hasserved basically as a 'proving ground' for prospective GASemployees. Of 182 persons placed in permanent positions
following enrollment in these servi..o employment programs,
164 were employed by GAS while only 18 received jobs outsideof GAS. Ten of the 18 joined the U.S. military. Also, ac-
cording to GAS officials, a significant amount of these for-mer enrollees came to the United States because of limited
local job opportunities.

We believe these programs afford GAS an opportunity totrain staff for certain positions. Howeer, it must be rec-ognized that they can provide training only for a limitedrange of positions, primarily at the entry level, and cannotbe expected to provide the professional and managerial cap-abilities needed to effectively operate the Government.

Our survey of these programs in American Samoa alsodisclosed significant weaknesses, in accounting, reporting,
and program administration. We informed a Department ofLabor representative of the major problems and possible ir-regularities during his site visit in American Samoa in Feb-ruary 1978. Likewise, near the end of our fieldwork in March1978, we informed the Acting Government Comptroller of a pos-sible irregularity regarding the payment of overtime in theseprograms. Following our meetings, Department of Labor repre-sentatives made two program review visits to American Samoa
in March and April 1978, and the Acting-Government Comptroller
reviewed program payroll payments. Preliminary findings re-sulting from the April visit by the Department of Labor's
Employment and Training Review Team included:

--Overexpenditures of these grants by $378,371, in-
cluding use of fiscal year 1978 grant funds to cover
a $91,535 overrun incurred in fiscal year 1977.

--Transfers of funds between grant titles in 'an
apparent * * * (effort) * * * to cover those overex-
penditures." (These transfers included a $120,000transfer noted by us and disclosed to a GAS official.)

--Periodic reports to the Department of Labor have beenconsistently late and inaccurate.

--Closeout documents for expired grants have not been
submitted in a timely manner.
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Results of the review conducted by the Acting Government
Comptroller showed that Federal funds were apparently util-
ized to pay wages and overtime without proper documertation.

A Department of Labor representative informed us that,
due to the severity of the above findings, Labor has requested.
an immediate financial audit. Furthermore, we were told that
Labor intends to increase the scope and frequency of its pro,-
gram review and technical assistance visits to American
Samoa. During these visits, Labor representatives plan to
address possible weaknesses in program management and report-
ing problems cove-ed in their most recent visits.

CONCLUSIONS

The problems facing American Samoa stem largely from
the lack of qualified personnel and frequent turnover of per-
sonnel in key management positions. Middle and upper manage-
ment positions are filled largely by contract employees from
the United States. It has been the general consensus that
inadequate personnel resources have been available in American
Samoa to staff these positions.

Although GAS' long-te- oal has been to upgrade its
local personnel resources t the point contract employees
are not needed, this move toward self-support has not mate-
rialized. GAS has not assessed its specific personnel needs
nor its capabilities to satisfy these needs. Until needed
improvements are made in the personnel administration and
planning procedures, progress toward alleviating GAS' per-
sonnel problems will be-hindered.

Because GAS is, and will continue to be, dependent on
contract employees, its policies and procedures with respect
to recruiting and retaining these employees are vital to the
overall success of government operations. A full assessment
of these policies and procedures, particularly the recruiting
methods and the incentives structure, is needed to ensure GAS
is utilizing the most efficient and effective method of pro-
viding needed managerial and technical expertise.

Although GAS' most pressing need is adequately trained
staff, the territorial government lacks an adequate education
and training system to direct individuals into the skills
needed in American Samoa.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

We recommend that the Secretary of Interior, in
conjunction with other appropriate Federal agencies, where
necessary, assist GAS in developing and carrying out a com-
prehensive staffpower development program which will effec-
tively address the territorial government's short- and long-
term personnel needs and facilitate American Samoa's progress
toward self-support. Specifically, the plan should contain

. -. inventory of the managerial, technical, profes-
siom;al, and other skills currently available in
American Samoa;

--an assessment of the specific skill needs of the
Government for the short and long-term;

--an analysis of how these needs c.- best be satisfied,
including the capacity of the eduJm.cional system and
the Government training programs to satisfy these
needs;

-specific statements of the roles and responsibilities
of Interior and other Federal agencies in carrying out
the program;

--a plan of action which outlines the specific tasks to
be carried out by GAS, Interior, and other agencies;
and

' -a'timetable and plan for evaluating and-measuring the
progress of the development program.

In helping GAS meet its needs for qualified employees,
we also recommend that the Secretary of Interior assist GAS

in developing a comprehensive hiring and employment program
which will provide a continuous supply of qualified technical,
managerial, and professional employees. Along these lines
the Secretary should explore with GAS and consider to what
extent GAS' emp'loyment and training needs could be met with
Interior employees on a specific tour of duty with guaranteed
reemployment rights to a stateside job with Interior. Con-
sideration should also be given to recruiting individuals
with needed skills from the territories and other Federal,
State, and private sector agencies until GAS' employees are
adequately trained and capable of providing a continuous
supply of needed resources.
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COMMENTS BY THE DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
AND OUR EVALUATION

Interior generally agreed with our findings and
recommendations. Comments on general matters and our reccm-
mendations are discussed below.

Interior officials generally agreed that the Secretary
of the Interior, in conjunction with other appropriate Federal
agencies, should assist GAS in developing and carrying out a
comprehensive staffpower development program. They stated,
however, that their assistance would be limited to the extentof their available resources and authority. Interior noted
that its ability to provide this assistance would be greatly
enhanced if the legislation it has recommended for providing
technical assistance, or its equivalent, were enacted. Webelieve that Interior can and should assist GAS as part of
its existing responsibilities. This legislation, however,
might possibly be construed as reducing Interior's present
authority to provide assistance without request.

Interior generally agreed that the Secretary of the
Interior should assist GAS in developing a comprehensive
hiring and employment program. It stated several reasons,
however, for not assigning Federal employees on specific
tours of duty to GAS. According to Interior officials,

--Federal employees generally do not operate the kinds
of programs and seLvices that are the responsibility
of territorial governments and

--assigning Federal employees conflicts with their
policy of maximum self-government for American Samoa.

Interior officials further stated that, without question,
greater use of the Intergovernmental Personnel Act could be
used by American Samoa. They noted, however, that this
should be done on a selective basis and targeted on those
skills that Federal employees might have. Further, the
officials stated that GAS should not be denied recourse to
State and local governments and private industry for needed
personnel skills.

We agree that assigning Federal emplo-ees to GAS -conflicts with Interior's policy of maximum self-government
for the territory. However, we believe Interior should takewhatever actions are necessary to ensure that adequate per-
sonnel resources are available to administer the governmentuntil GAS employees are able to assume these functions. Ac-
cordingly, we believe the use of Federal, State, and local
government personnel, as well as private industry personnel
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in the interim will go a long way in assisting GAS inobtaining needed. skills.

COMMENTS BY THE GOVERNOR OF AMERICAN SAMOA

The Governor of American Samoa generally agreed with ourfindins in this chapter. He stated that the lack of quali-fied personnel and frequent turnover of personnel stems fromformer administrations' inordinate reliance on transient per-sonnel in the form of contract employees from the United
States whose employment tenure averaged 2 years. The Gover-nor stated that local people, qualified ones, were not re-cruited, and thus a lack of continuity of management at thetop echelon of GAS became a severe problem.

According to the Governor of American Samoa, hisadministration was planning and also undertaking a number ofact ons to improve the management and development of person-nel resources. Some of these actions are highlighted below.
Specifically, the Govenor stated that:

--His administration was reorganizing th, territorial
government to minimize the number of go. rnment agen-cies and also determining the number of w. rkers neededto sustain GAS operations.

--GAS' Office of Manpower Resources was preparing anapplication for Federal assistance in establishing aspecial task force to perform staffpower analyses and
develop work.measurement standards.

--Action had been taken co bring in a former Directorof Personnel from the State of Hawaii to review GAS'classification and wage scale systems.

--Qualification tests were being developed by the Officeof Manpower Resources to gauge proficiency and jobqualifications.

--His administration was attempting to recruit as manyqualified Samoans as possible from Hawaii and other
parts of the United States. According tc the Gover-nor, a concerted effort was being made to recruitselectively and methodically to fill key management
positions with personnel who bring potential for long-term stability and high levels of job performance.

--His administration had undertaken a complete skillneed and job opportunities inventory in the territory.
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In commenting on the problems with the contract
employment program, the Governor acknowledged that the ter-
ritorial government has had problems in attracting and hold-
ing highly qualified individuals. However, he pointed out
that he did not believe financial incentives were the primary
incentives required to obtain the services of these employ-
ees. According to the Governor, individuals are being sought
who are motivated by a desire to work in the development of
the territory.

The Governor further stated that intangible factors
often influenced people's decisions to leave American Samoa.
He stated that contract employees have sometimes found living
in American Samoa difficult and pointed'out that the 2-year
contract with a 30-day mutual cancellation clause was written
into the contract to protect individuals from having to suf-
fer periods of misery when it was obvious they could not
enjoy the island way of life.

In commentir.g on the need for a training program, the
Governor stated that a complete training needs assessment of
GAS war undertaken in 1972 and training at the upper and mid-
dle management levels of GAS was found to be the most pressing
need. According to the Governor, a psychological assessment
of 20 potentially good Samoan leadership personnel resulted
in 15 of them being sent for training in some of the top in-
stitutions in the United States. The Governor noted that
these 15 individuals now occupy top- and middle-management
positions in GAS. The Governor stated, however, that a sub-
sequent change in the territory's administration relegated
this program to a least important place in the hierarchy of
priorities, and his administration hopes to revive this pro-
gram. The Governor stated that the service employment pro-
grams replaced this program.'

In commenting on the administration of the service
employment programs, the Governor stated that his administra-
tion had taken corrective action to abolish past mistakes.
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CHAPTER 5

SCOPE

Our field work in American Samoa was performed during
the period of November 15, 1977, through March 10, 1978.
Our review included analyses of available GAS records in
American Samoa. However, it should be noted that most rec-
ords were generally unreliable and in some cases, appropri-
ate records did not exist. Furthermore, comprehensive
financial statements had not been prepared since at leaa.t
1971. Therefore, much of the data presented in this report
is based on available records and estimates made by us and
others. In addition to GAS records, we reviewed certain
pertinent records of the Department of the Interior and other
Federal agencies in Washington, D.C.; California; and Hawaii.

We discussed Federal programs with officials from the
Departments of the Interior; Health, Education and Welfare;
Labor; Agriculture; Housing and Urban Development; Transpor-
tation; Commerce; U.S. Postal Service; and others. Also, we
discussed ovrcall Federal efforts in the territory with the
Chairman of _ne Western Federal Regional Council and the
Chairman and members of the Regional Committee for Territo-
rial Assistance.

In addition, we contacted the last appointed Governor
of American Samoa; the first elected Governor and Lieutenant
Governor; representatives of the territory's legislature;
most GAS department heads; and most program managers, inclu-
sivy- of every level of the territorial government. We talked
to American Samoan business leaders and citizens. We also
visited Western Samoa and contacted various Government offi-
cials.
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Honorable Elmer B. Staats,
Comptroller General of the United States
441 - G Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20548

Dear Mr. Staats:

As Chairman of the Subcommittee which has oversightresponsibilities on our Pacific offshore areas, I am con-cerned with several matters which I believe will have great
impact on the future status of the Territory of AmericanSamoa...

American Samoa is an unincorporated and unorganized
territory of the United States. After 77 years of U.S. Ad-ministration, the Samoan people will be electing their owngovernor in November of this year., I am concerned that inanticipation of the transfer of executive responsibility tothe newly elected governor ir January 1978, there is a cri-tical need to examine the overall operations and programsthat are currently under implementation by the local govern-ment. In essence, the committee needs to be reassured thatthe newly elected governor will not bear the burden of anyliability or possible findings of mismanagement, which mayhave been attributed tn previous administrations.

In this connection, I am requesting an investigationof the following areas that are of concern to the committee:

(1) It has been estimated that for the past 12 yearsalone, approximately $250 million have been expended for theoperations of tie government of American Samoa. Such monies:.ave been provided through annual Congressional appropriations,
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Honorable Elmer B. Staats
Page 2
September 20, 1977

federal assistance programs and revenues generated locally
by the territorial government. The committee needs a full
assessment and accounting of both federal and local funds
that have been expended by the local government since 1952.

(2) The committee needs a full assessment of the water
and electrical systems which ! understand are not adcquately
serving the needs of the local residents.

(3) The committee needs a full assessment of the con-
troversy surrounding the purchase-lease of the t2rritory's
government-owned radio station.

(4) The committee needs a full assessment of all assets
and liabilities of the American Samoan Development Corpora-
tion, which was established locally for the purpose of cons-
truction and operation of what is now known as the Rainmaker
Hotel. It is my understanding that a good number of Samoans
participated in the development of the hotel by purchasing
stocks in the corporation, but they have yet to draw any di-
vidends since the corporation was founded some 15 years ago.

(5) The committee needs a full assessment of the opera-
tions of the American Samoan Community College. There have
been questions raised concerning the overall administration.

----of the college and present plans to expand its operations to
a 4-year institution.

(6) The committee needs a full assessment of the compu-
ter system now utilized by the territorial government.

(7) The committee needs a full assessment of the govern-
ment-owned television station.

(8) Aside from the more specific areas that are stated
above, the committee needs an overall assessment of the pre-
sent operations of the executive, legislative, and judiciary
branches of the territorial government.

Given the time-period involved before the transition
takes place in January 1978, I am requesting your assistance
to assign someone who is thoroughly familiar with both terri-
torial matters and GAO operations. I am also requesting the
cooperation of your investigative team not to cause any undue
delay to present in-house investigations that have been ordered
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Honorable Elmer B. Staats
Page 3
September 20, 1977

by the incumbent governor, Mr. H. Rex Lee.

I suspect the investigation may go beyond the transi-tion period in January 1978; nevertheless, I believe yourfindings will be most helpful not only to the Congress butto the Samoan people as well.

I will appreciate your assistance by providing a teamto investigate the above concerns as soon as possible.

With best wishes, I am

Sin~Tlly yours,

LBURTO M.C.
Chairman, Subcommittee on
National Parks & Insular Affairs

cc: Mr. James Joseph,
Under Secretary of the Interior

Mrs. Ruth Van Cleve, OTA

Mr. H;--Rex Lee, Governor

President Salanoa S.P. Aumoeualogo

Speaker Tuana'itau F. Tuia
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CONTROVERSY SURROUNDING THE PURCHASE-LE. THE

TERRITORY'S GOVERNMENT-OWNED RADIO St.-. Ul

The policy of the Department of the Interior, ac well as
GAS, has been to encourage the takeover of certain governmen-
tal services by private enterprise. In April 1975 the terri-
tory's only radio station was leased from GAS by a private
concern known as Radio Samoa, Limited, despite much contro-
versy.

In 1972 the Governor of American Samoa was approached
by two non-Samoans and one Samoan representing a proposed
corporation known as Radio Samoa, Limited, wanting to lease
thie radio station with an option to purchase. Accordingly,
the Governor initiated negotiations to lease the radio ;tation
with an option to purchase only the buildings.

Members of the American Samoan legislature objected to
these negotiations because all the individuals interested in
operating the radio station were not American Samoans and
they felt such action was contrary to Interior's policy of
preserving American Samoa for American Samoans. Moreover,
these members questioned the Governor's authority to arrange
for the transition of these Government-owned and -operated
services to the private sector.

In March 1974 a petition was filed with the Federal
Communication Commission, on behalf of the American Samoan
Legislature and its Delegate-at-Large to the U.S. Congress,
opposing Radio Samoa, Limited's, application for a license
to operate the radio station. Opposition was based on' four
grounds:

--The land on which the radio station was situated could
not be used for private purpose.

--The proposed transfer of the radio station to private
operation would not be consistent with article 73 of
the Charter of the United Nations.

--The lease agreement violated conflict-of-interest
regulations.

--The granting of Radio Samoa's application would not be
in the public's interest.

However, in February 1975 the Commission ruled that the
petitioners; basis for opposition was not sufficient and the
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license to operate was granted to Radio Samoa. The

Commission denied the petition for the reasons discussed

below.

Use of land for a private purpose

The land on which the radio station is situated was

condemned by GAS in 1964; its landowners were compensated

at the rate of $400 per acre, and title was transferred to

GAS pursuant to the Code of American Samoa. The petitioners

claimed that because the land was condemned for public pur-

poses, it could not be leased to private interests. The Com-

mission ruled that a) the transfer was not illegal and b) the

use of land for nonpublic purposes would not result in a

reversion of the title to the original Samoan landowner.

Therefore, according to the Commission, it was within the

power of the executive brar'h, through the Governor, to

arrange for such leasing.

Consistency with Charter
of the United Nations

The Commission found no inconsistency with the Charter.

Article 73 outlines basic United Nations responsibilities for

administering territories whose peoples have not yet attained

a full measure of self-government. It is primarily concerned

with promoting the political, economic, and social advance-

ment of territories. The Commission ruled that leasing of

t!e station was-an affirmative step by the U.S. -Government

exoecte-1 to relieve the Samoan Government of responsibility

for the station's operation. Furthermore, the Commission

stated that other broadcast frequencies are available which

would allow others to apply for a license to operate another

radio station.

Alleged conflict of interest

Petitioners alleged that the former Governor's actions

to arranae for leasing of the radio station presented a con-

flict of interest. The petitioners claimed that the former

governor showed favoritism in selecting the applicant and

that he would receive private gain if the station were leased

to the applicant. The Commission ruled that because no evi-

dence could be found to substantiate any conflict of interest,

such allegations were unfounded.

Public interest

Petitioners claimed that leasing of the radio station

would not be in the best interest of the territory. The
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primary basis for this claim was that the general public of
American Samoa opposed the application. The Ccmmission ruled
that the public interest issue should not be confused with
popularity. Therefore, the Commission concluded that since
the applicant is qualified--legally, technically, and finan-
cially--it failed to see how the denial of the only pending
application for a commercial radio operation would serve any
aspect of public interest.
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LIABILITIES OF THE AMERICAN SAMOAN

DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

The American Samoan Development Corporation is a private
corporation established in 1962 under the laws of American
Samoa. Its stated purpose is to function

was a vehicle for the development of the Territory
of American Samoa by Samoans, and through which a
substantial part of the proceeds of resources devel-
opment will be reinvested in progressively diversified
ventures for the enhancement of the American Samoan
economy."

For its finances the Corporation was authorized to sell 50,000
shares of capital stocks to Samoan investers at $10 a share.
It could also increase the number of shares available to
500,000.

The Corporation does not have a complete record of
shares of capital stock issued. As of June 30, 1977, 110,089
shares were identified as issued and outstanding; however,
reconciliation of stock records and stock owners is an on-
going effort.

Little known of the Corporation's early activities

Because of poor records management and a fire which
destroyed stock records in 1973, little is known of the Cor-
poration's early activities. The Corpozation invested in
several retail duty-free shops which were apparently unsuc-
cessful since most are no longerin operation. Its principal
asset is the 190-room Rainmaker Hotel. The Rainmaker is the
only major hotel in American Samoa.

Role of the American Samoan
Development Bank

The American Samoan Development Bank, created by the
Samoan legislature, exists and operates solely for the bene-
fit of the public. In this role the Bank is chartered to
provide the Samoan people with lending and investment facil-
ities to assist in the promotion of private enterprise and
investment facilities and to meet the needs of a developing
economy.

The bank is the Corporation's major stockholder, with
87,942 shares, or 78 percent of the total known to be issued.
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The remaining shares were issued to about 1,300 Samoan
investors.

The Development Bank became the major stockholder in
1969 when assets from the commercial Bank of American Samoa,
which included 52,469 shares of the Corporation stock, were
transferred to it. In the following years the Development
Bank made several loans to the Corporation mostly for oper-
ating capital for the Rainmaker Hotel, which were subsequently
converted to equity.

The Development Bank is a major influence in the
operations of the Corporation and its major asset, the Rain-
maker Hotel. In fact, until recently the hotel was managed
by the Director of the Development Bank.

The Corporation's financial position

The Corporation'has operated at a net loss since its
inception. The financial statement for the year ending
June 30, 1977, shows a deficit of about $724,000, or a book
value per share of stock of minus $6.58. The Corporation is
unable to meet its long-term debt obligations which were over
$3.1 million as of June 1977. Over $430,000 of the debt was.
past due as of November 1977. An analysis of major debts as
of June 30, 1977, is shown on the following pages.
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Mortgage notes payable (collateralized by
leasehold improvements, furnishings, and
leasehold interests):

Bank of Hawaii: $837,000

Eight percent per annum first mortgage;
interest only payable to June 29, 1978;
$8,002 per month thereafter, including
interest, payable for 15 years to
July 29, 1993.

Economic Development Administration: 946,040

Four percent per annum second mortgage;
payable at $6,217 per month, including
interest, to March 4, 1991, when the bal-
ance of approximately $56,000 becomes due.
Principal payments are in arrears in the
amount of $97,551.

Economic Development Administration: 244,470
Four and one-fourth percent per annum
third mortgage; payab'e at $1,610 per month,
including interest, to March 4, 1991, when
the balance of approximately $15,000 becomes
due. Principal payments 3re in arrears in
the amount of $23,884.

Economic Development Administration: 750,000
Six percent per annum fourth mortgage;
$5,601 per month including interest payable
to May 30, 1993, at which time the unpaid
balance and interest becomes due. Principal
payments are in arrears in the amount of
$58,198.

$2,777,510

Notes payable:

Bank of Hawaii--8 percent: $125,000
Interest only payable to November 1, 1977,
$2,150 per month thereafter, including
interest payable for 15 years to October 1,
1992, guaranteed by majority stockholder.
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Economic Development Administration--2 105,182
percent

Unsecured, $3,380 per month, including
interest commencing February 5, 1975,
and the balance due on February 4, 1978.
Principal payments are in arrears in the
amount of $83,167.

$230,182

Due to GAS: 3137,000
Amount consists primarily of utility
billings from prior years, noninterest
bearing with monthly payments of $1,000

Principal payments due on long-term debt for the next

five fiscal years are as follows:

Year Amount

1978 a/$366,200
1979 114,800
1980 120,700
1981 127,200
1982 134,100

$863,000

a/Includes payments in arrears totaling $262,800.

Issues surrounding Corporation's debt

We identified several iss~ues regarding the! Corporatioh

which have an impact on the territory's development and re-

lationship with the Federal Government. These include (1)

questionable management by its board of directors, (2) its
role in promoting tourism in American Samoa, and (3) efforts
to resolve its debt.

The Corporation's management

Complete records of stock issued by the Corporation are
unavailable, a stockholders' meeting held in December 1977 was

the first since 1969 (the articles of incorporation required
one each year), no dividends have ever been paid, and the
stock has always carried a negative value.

The articles of incorporation established a voting trust

empowered to exercise the voting rights of the stockholders
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which incl -.d election of the board of directors. Three of
the five members of the voting trust were authorized to be
appointed by the Governor and serve at his discretion. There-
fore, the former governors, and through them the Secretary of
the Interior, bore a major part of the responsibility for
the management of the Corporation's operations.

The Corporaticn's economic development

The Rainmaker Hotel is the only major hotel in American
Samoa and thus a key element in GAS' plans to encourage
tourism as one means to develop the economy. The former
manager estimates the hotel needs to carry a minimum average
occupancy rate of 70 percent to pay off its debt and effec-
tively operate. During 1977 the occupancy rate was 59 per-
cent. Because of lack of funds and proper maintenance, a
rehabilitation program is needed. Prospects of the Corpora-
tion achieving occupancy rates needed to successfully operate
the hotel are not good, especially since the only major U.S.
air carrier to American Samoa was at the time of our visit
operating only two flights a week.

Proposals to resolve
the Corporation's debt

GAS officials claim that the Corporation's debt cannot
be resolved without Federal assistance. They have recently
proposed that GAS purchase Economic Development Administration
mortgage notes on a discounted basis to remedy a major por-
tion of the long-term debt. In addition, they suggest that
the debt of the first mortgage, held by the Bank of Hawaii,
be assumed by the Development Bank. Even if the current debt
structure can be remedied and all legal problems resolved, it
is uncertain whether the hotel can be operated and maintained
without incurring greater debts. It appears that if GAS owns
the hotel, future subsidies for the hotel would be required.
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AMERICAN SAMOA'S TELEVISION STATION KVZK

KVZK television is a noncommercial station owned and

operated by GAS. Broadcast authority is granted by the De-

partment of the Interior. KVZK television operates with a

fiscal year 1978 budget slightly over $900,000, 
including a

$350,000 grant to support educational television 
from the

Corporation for Public Broadcasting.

Television was introduced to American Samoa 
in 1964 as

the central part of the educational system. 
Large-scale use

of television as the principal means of instruction 
continued

until 1970. At that time, the role of instructional tele-

vision changed from the primary educational 
metthod to a sup-

plemental tool for classroom teachers.

Criticism of instructional television has focused 
on the

poor test results of secondary level -tudents. 
Available

data shows that the average Samoan student 
is several years

behind stateside U.S. counterparts. As a result, teachers

are given discretion in using television as 
a teaching tool.

According to GAS officials, no recent studies 
have been made

on actual utilization of the instructional 
television system.

According to GAS, KVZK television is one 
of the major

education, information, and entertainment sources 
for the

people of American Samoa. It broadcasts on three channels,

18 hours per day, 7 days a week, throughout 
most of the year.

The station has a broadcast range of approximately 
80 miles

and serves an estimated 96 percent of the American 
Samoan

community. During daytime hours (7:30 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.)

on weekdays, the station is devoted entirely to in-school,

instructional television. Beginning at 3:00 p.m. weekdays,

KVZK television begins its late afternoon and 
evening sched-

ule of broadcasting on two channels with 
the third channel

signing on at 7:30 p.m. The following is a weekly breakdown

of programing hours:

Hours per week

In-school (instructional) 
75

Public broadcasting system (PBS) 
54

National broadcasting company (NBC) 68

American broadcasting company (ABC) 27

Local programs 
6

Other (free films, syndicated shows) 
4

234
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Recently, KVZK TV has initiated efforts to receive
television programing via satellite. The station plans to
receive direct satellite feeds in 1978.
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GOVERNMENTAL STRUCTURE OF TERRITORIES ADMINISTERED BY

THE DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

The Department of the Interior has varying administrative
responsibilities in the territories ¢f American Samoa, Guam,
the Virgin Islands, and the Trust Territory of the Pacific
Islands. The Congress has enacted organic legislation for
the Virgin Islands and Guam which provides for a systematic
organized form of government and confers certain powers of
self-government to these territories. The Constitution of
American Samoa, which was approved by the Secretary of the
Interior in 1967, is the basic law of this territory.

American Samoa's executive branch is organized in a
manner similar to Guam anid the Virgin Islandrs. The governors
are elected by the people. The qualifications of these gov-
ernors vary slightly.

The Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands is adminis-
tered under terms of the Trusteeship Agreement between the
United States and the Security Council of the United Nations.
In the Trust Territory, the High Commissioner is appointed
by the President with the consent of the Senate.

The legislatures of American Samoa and the Trust Terri-
tory of the P;lcific Islands are bicameral; whereas, Guam and
the Virgin Islands are unicameral. All legislators of the
four territories are elected by popular vote, except for the
Senators in American Samoa, who are elected by local custom.

The composition of the courts and the appointment of.
judges vary considerably among the territories. In American
-Samoa judicial powers are vested in the high court and dis-
trict courts. In the Trust Territory these powers are in
the high court, district courts, and community courts. The
Secretary of the Interior appoints chief justices to the high
courts of these territories. In Guam the courts of justice
consist of the district court of Guam, the police court, the
island court, and commissioners courts. The Virgin Islands
courts are the district court of the Virgin Islands and the
municipal Court. The President appoints U.S. district judges
to district courts in these areas.

The following table presents information in more detail
on the governmental structure of the territories.
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United States Department of the Interior
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY

WASHINGTON, D.C 20o40

July 7, 1978

Mr. Henry Eschwege
Director
United States General
Accounting Office

Washington, D.C. 20548

Dear Mr. Eschwege:

In accordance with your letter of June 16, 1978, to
the Secretary of Interior, we have reviewed your draft
report to the Chairman, House Subcommittee on National
Parks and Insular Affairs, Committee on Interior and
Insular Affairs, entitled "American Samoa Needs Effective
Aid to Improve Government Operations and Become Self-
Sufficient."

[See GAO note 1, p. 86.]

By way of general observations, many of the comments
z.nd reco-.mendations of the draft report will be helpful
to che newly elected Governor of the Government of
American Samoa and to the Department of the Interior
in providing for a more effective governmental structure
and for programs of economic and political development.
It should be pointed out, however, that the people of
American Samoa, acting through their locally approved
Constitution and their locally elected Legislature and
Governor, exercise nearly complete self-government.
The Department of the Interior does not administer the
territory, and the basic decision-making and formulation
of policies and programs rests with the local government.
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At the same time, the Department of the Interior stands
ready to assist the Government of American Samoa inthis process, to the limit of its authority and theavailability of its resources. We agree that theproper role of the Department of the Interior andthe Federal government needs clarification, and we
are proceeding within the Department of the Interior
to do that.

We agree that Samoa, like the other territorial areas,needs technical assistance and support in a wide range
of program areas, and we are interested in providingthat assistance. The Administration's proposed bill,
introduced as S 2955 would, if enacted, facilitate thateffort.

Recognizing the serious financial problems that havedeveloped in the territory, we have provided for theappointment of a Government Comptroller who is chargedwith assisting the Gover-nment of Samoa with improving
its financial systems, as well as with simply auditing
the various activities of the territory.

Lastly, we also agree with the conclusions of the reportthat order must be brought out of the chaos of Federal
grant programs that have been extended to the territories.Again, the Department of the Interior is prepared toassist the territorial governments and is working with
the Interagency Committee on Territorial Assistanceto bring this about. However, each Federal agency tendsto believe in its own programs, but each tends, under-
standably, to concentrate on its grant programs as theyapply throughout the United States, thereby usually
ignoring the peculiar problems of the territories. Thebasic point of decision-making as to the value ofany Federal Grant program, and as to whether a giventerritory should or should not participate, is in theterritorial government itself. Vesting in the Secretaryof the Interior review authority over federal grants andthe determination whether any given grant should beavailable to any given territory, deprives electedofficials of some of their responsibility and assignsit to appointed officials who may have little or noappreciation of the real needs of the territory. Itwould also lead to a large increase in the Federal
bureaucracy required to review and decide upon the
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multitude of grants available to the territories. The
survey of 1977 Federal programs conducted by the Office
of Territorial Affairs shows that Samoa alone participated
in 167 such programs and was eligible to participate in
533. The provisions of Title V of Public Law 95-134,
authorizing grant consolidation, will be helpful in
helping the territories to deal with these programs.
The Office of Territorial Affairs in reviewing the
annual budget request of American Samoa will attempt
to review the total programs ofithe local government
including grants from other Federal agencies to the
extent that they are available.

I will turn now to comments directed to more particular
points.

Page 4, Paragraph 2. The Office of Territorial Affairs
is responsible for overseeing, but not for "administering"
the territorial government. The Government of American
Samoa does that.

Page 14. Paragraph 1. We concur in general with the
General Accounting Office opinion that "frequent
changes in the Government of American Samoa's leadership
have also hampered development planning continuity ...
During the 13 different administrations since 1951
priorities changed at various times and priority
directions stated by one administration were not
necessarily continued by the next administration." The
average--for each appointed Governor has been two years
per term. However, it should be noted that from 1951
to the present three of the appointed Governors served
approximately 6 years each. We believe also that the
General Accounting Office report should note that the
newly adopted practice in Samoa of electing the Governor
every four years guarantees the possibility that there
will be a turnover in leadership at least that often.
This is basic to the American political process.

Page 16, Paragraph 4. We agree that the Samoan economy
is becoming increasingly reliant on outside sources.
However, it should be noted that U.S. tariff laws and
regulations are partly to blame for some of the problems
of developing Samoan industries or manufacturing. We
have been informed that the "slacks" factory closed
down because of a particular U.S. customs interpretation.
Local incentives involving American markets cannot
succeed if U.S. regulations make such incentives un-
attractive.
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Page 18. Paragraph 2. We are unable to confirm that
$26.5 million or 46% of the Capital Improvement Project
funds provided by the Federal Government were unobligated.
Our records reflect that, as of December 31, 1977, about
$31.3 million in Capital Improvement Project funds
remained unobligated for all years from Fiscal Year 1973
through fiscal year 1978, and that $13.9 of that amount
is Department of the Interior grant money. As the
following table illustrates, $9.8 million of Department
of the Interior grant funds relate primarily to FY 1976
and FY 1977, while $4.1 million of the total remains
unobligated against the current year appropriation.

1973 144,081
1974 786,119
1975 (2,647)
1976 4,954,072
1977 3,958,409

Subtotal 9,840,034

1978 4,073,933

13,913,967

Similar aging ratios exist for other federal agency
grants and local revenue that make up the balance of
$17.3 million in unobligated Capital Improvement
Project funds'.'

In the past Capital Improvement Project contracts were
delayed in large part in order to complete the necessary
architectural and engineering effort. In the future
we plan to have our initial planning completed so that
construction contracts may be awarded in the year in
which funds are provided.

Page 27, Paragraph 3. We agree that American Samoa,
like each of the territories, appears unable to support
the magnitude and direction of the Federal grant programs
being provided. Participation in these programs poses
serious problems of management and administration. While
initial attempts have been made by Congress to consolidate
grants being made to'territoriaI governments, other
solutions may have to be considered if the territories
are to achieve efficient fund utilization and effective
grant management. As noted previously, we do not
believe that giving a veto to this Department would be
either effective or consistent with Samoa's current
state of political development. We will consider grants
when reviewing the American Samoa budget request.
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Page 31, Paragraph 1. We agree that the Department

of the interior has not exerted sufficient oversight

and has not provided sufficient technical assistance

to help Samoa, and for that matter each of the other

territories, to achieve greater self-sufficiency.

However, since an island territory, like most states,

could never become economically independent, it is

necessary to define clearly what is meant by economic

self-suffiency.

We believe that the Government of Ameridan Samoa should

have the basic responsibility for establishing goals

and priorities for American Samoa's development. To

better enable the Department of the Interior to assist

the territories in this effort, we have recommended
that the Congress explicitly provide authority for

the Secretary to provide technical assistance in

program planning, budgeting, economic development, or

any other subject within the responsibility of the

territorial government. This clear authority is lack-

ing at present. The Admitlistration proposal, which

also strengthens the authority and responsibilities

of the Government Comptrollers, has been introduced

in the Senate as S 2955. It has not been introduced
in the House.

Page 31, Paragraph 2. The Department of the Interior

agrees that there ought to be a current, relatively

detailed articulation of its role and responsibilities

with respect to the territories. While the PresiCential

Review Memorandum (PRM) process is one means of achieving

that, there are others approximately as effective -- such

as the preparation by the Department of the Interior of

a policy statement, followed by clearance by the inter-

ested agencies of the Executive Branch.

[See GAO note 2, p. 86.]

Page 34, Paragraph 1. While we remain hopeful about

grants consolidation, as authorized by Title V of
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Public Law 95-134, the Department of Interior is without
authority to effect it. Thus it is incorrect to refer
to the exercise of our "oversight and assistance
responsibilities ... over all Federal funds provided
for the territory's development."

Page 34, Paragraph 3 through Page 35. The Department
ot the Interior does not and should not, "administer"
the territory's political, economic, and social develop-
ment. The report applauds the Department of the Interior
for making progress in "self-government", which can
only be defined as a greater amount of local decision -
making. The report then turns around and implies that
the Department of the Interior should take back some
of that decision-making. The General Accounting Office
would substitute the judgment of the Secretary of the
Interior for that of the elected Governor and the
elected Legislature.

[See GAO note 2, p. 86.]

If the Secretary finds that a program is not fully
justified, cannot be effectively administered, .or is
disruptive of the Samoan customs---all findings made
some 6,000 miles from the scene by persons who possibly
have never been to Samoa or at best have been there a
short time--he presumably would block the grant even
though it might have been requested by the elected
officials of Samoa. This would be incompatible with
our basic policy of encouraging self-government.

Page 36, Paragraph 3 and Page 37, Paragraph 1. Without
question, the Department of the Interior needs more
information on Federal grants and their effects on the
several territories that participate in them. Unfortunate-
ly, the General Accounting Office did not reflect in its
report the effort that this Department put forth last
fall to develop information on Federal grants. The
Departnent's report is the only full review that has
been made by any agency of the Federal Government.
We want to maintain and to increase this information
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and will attempt to do so through the Interagency
Committee on Territorial Assistance. However, the
implication of the General Accounting Office recommenda-
tion is that Interior should have a veto over grant
applications. It should not, owing to the detrimental
effect such a veto would have on self government.

Page 37. Paragraph 2. The Department of the Interior
agrees that management and audit cognizance within
the Department of the Interior of other Federal agency
grant funds for American Samoa, as well as all terri-
tories, would improve the audit and evaluation process.
Efforts are underway to determine the workload involved
and to work out arrangements unc.er which the Government
Comptroller will take over more of these audits.

Page 40, Paragraph 1. The Department of the Interior
akes exception to the statement that we have taken

minimal action to motivate the Government of American
Samoa to establish fiscal responsibility over Federal

and local funds. The Department of the Interior has
in fact been aware for many years that several critical
financial and system deficiencies exist in American
Samoa. These conditions were made known to the General
Accounting Office in some detail before it commenced
its review. While reiteration of these conditions in
the draft report is useful, several additional comments

would also be appropriate, to describe the actions
which have been taken by the Department of the Interior
since the start of this administration to initiate
corrective action:

1. A Financial Management Task Force was established
within the Department of the Interior and sent to
American Samoa on July 19, 1977, to assist in the
documentation of the automated accounting syscem. This
includes the preparation of desk procedures and flow

charts and the update and simplification of the account-
ing manual. The team completed its tasks by the end
of October 1977. These desk procedures were approved
and are currently being implemented.

2. A team of professional auditors (one from the
Office of the Comptroller of the Virgin Islands and
two from the Office of the Comptroller of Guam) was

sent to American Samoa in September 1977. Their primary
function was to supervise and assist the Government of
American Samoa in-house team in its efforts to purify

all accounting data prior to the close of the fiscal

year. The team completed this task in November 1977.
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3. On the 30th of October, 1977 a Department of the
Interior System Accountant was sent to American Samoa
to assist in the year-end closing. This included,
but was not limited to, preparation of the year-end
journal entries and the status of fund reports. In
addition, with the assistance of the auditors from
the Virgin Islands and Guam, this individual reviewed
the financial management practices and procedures of
the Government of American Samoa. He concluded
that adequate controls have not been in effect to
insure that the federal funds in question have been
properly utilized, accounted for, and reported. This
conclusion was confirmed by the auditors on detail
from the Comptroller's offices in Guam and the Virgin
Islands. In this regard, it is unfortunate that the
General Accounting Office staff was unable to provide
a certification of funds as was originally envisioned.

4. The Director of Audit and Investigation initiated
a revenue audit in October 1977. This included but
was not limited to a review of the accounting and
internal control procedures for revenues collected
by the Department of Port Authority. He concluded
among other things that lucal £evenues had been under-
stated and that this might have an impact on the
federal funds justified before the Congress.

5. The Secretary of the Interior has established a
Government Comptroller for American Samoa, and a
reprogramming letter was submitted to the House and
Senate Appropriation Committee-Chairmen on December 22,
1977 to provide funds for this office. Our Acting
Government Comptroller was on the job in American Samoa
by the time the elected Governor was inaugurated on
January 3, 1978. As described in Secretarial Order
3009, the Government Comptroller for American Samoa
will perform a post-audit function and provide technical
assistance in all aspects of financial management and
administration. In this regard efforts are underway
to initiate improvements in grants accounting, accounts
payable, payroll, and disbursing systems, as well as
to enhance ADP operations.

[See GAO note 2, p. 86.]
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[See GAO note 2, p. 86.]

Page 58, Paragraph I. The G¢eneral Accounting; ()flfice
eI i ves ... "it is (lesirahle o)rglaniz;ition;l ly to

keep the two functions ( audlit and( technic;ll assist;lnce)-
separate to preserve the integrity of audlit objectivityand that the Secretary should consider usinrig a sepa;rate(
organization to adnminister technical assi;st;nce".

The Department of the Interior agrees in p)rincil)le with
the philosophy that those in(lvlidu;lls charged with the
responsibility for design of a financi;l man;agem(nt
system should not, because of inher-nit hi;ases, ;nlltit
the efficiency or effectiveness of such systems. W(,
agree also that if human and( fund resources ar(e ava;il-
able, it is i(deal to separate all(lit from tc chnic;al
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assistance. However, in light of the very limited
resources provided to establish the Government
Comptroller's function in American Samoa and the
likely continued need for Federal austerity, it will
probably not be possible to reach that ideal.
Accordingly, the Government Comptroller will assign
separate individuals to review and recommend the
design for a particular system. Ultimate approval of
this system will be vested jointly in the Governor
and the Office of Territorial Affairs. Once approval
is obtained, the Comptroller's technical assistance
staff will effect implementation of the system design
and provide for all necessary related training.
Audits to measure the effectiveness and accuracy of
the system in question will be conducted by audit
personnel who were not involved in the original design
and training efforts.

Page 73, Paragraph 4 through Page 74 last paragraph.
We concur in general with the General Accounting Office
recommendations which call for the Secretary of the
Interior to assist American Samoa in developing and
carrying out a comprehensive manpower development
program including a hiring, employment and training
program for the Government of American Samoa. We
want to emphasize that such assistance will be limited
to the extent of our available resources and authority.
(As noted above, this ability in the latter case would
be greatly enhanced with the enactment of S 2955 or
its equivalent.) We do not concur however, with the
General Accounting Office's opinion that the-Government
of American Samoa's manpower problem can be solved
by assigning Interior Civil Service employees on
specific tours of duty. Federal employees generally
do not operate the kinds of programs and services
that are the responsibility of State or territorial
governments. Their turnover rate could be expected
to approximate that of the contract employee turnover
rate, of which the General Accounting Office has
complained. There is an imbalance in the wages and
fringe benefits that would be paid Federal employees
and those rates within the competence of the Government
of American Samoa, unless the Federal subsidy were to
be greatly increased. As a corollary, the number of
personnel slots and grade levels for the Department of
the Interior would have to be very substantially
increased to make up for those individuals on rotation.
Moreover, this concept conflicts with our policy of
maximum self-government for American Samoa.
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There is no question that greater use of the Inter-
governmental Personnel Act could be used by American
Samoa, and the Department of the Interior is ready
to assist in that process. This should be done on a
selective basis and targeted on those skills that
Federal employees might have. But the Government of
American Samoa should not be denied recourse to State
and local governments and private industry for needed
personnel skills.

In closing, we would like to emphasize once more that
the Department of the Interior does not administer
American Samoa, and it cannot do so consistent with
the Samoan Constitution. Our effcrts to assist Samoa
must take a form that is consistent with the political
development that Samoa has achieved.

Although we have not commented specifically on the
digest attached to the draft report, there are
statements that we believe should be altered because
of the remarks provided in our preceding paragraphs.

We appreciate the opportunity you have afforded us
to comment on the draft report.

Sincerely yours,

Larry Meierotto
Deputy Assistant Secretary
Policy, Budget and Administration

GAO note 1: This paragraph was deleted because it referred
to comments expected from the Governor of
American Samoa and the Government Comptroller
which were subsequently submitted to GAO by
DOI. (See p. 87.)

GAO note .2: Deleted comments related to matters presented
in the draft report that have been revised in
the final report.
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United States Department of the Interior
OF'FICE OF THE SECRETARY
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20240

July 11, 1978

Henry Eschwege
Director
United States General Accounting Office
Washington, D.C. 20548

Dear Mr. Zschwege:

As an adendum to our response dated July 7, 1978,
attached are additional comments submitted by Governor
Peter Coleman and Comptroller Steve Jones on your draft
report entitled American Samoa Needs Effective Aid to
Improve Government Operations and Become Self-Sufficient.

GAO note: Thirty-one pages of comments by the Governor of
American Samoa on this report have not been
reproduced here but are summarized in appropriate
sections of the report--primarily at the end of

chapters 2, 3, and 4. The Government Comptroller's

comments are addressed as part of the Department
of the Interior's comments in our report and also

.....have not been reproduced here. 

Sincerely yours,

Mrs. Ruth G. Van Cleve
Director
Office of Territorial Affairs

Attachment

(14001)
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